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IABSTRACT
This thesis presents a theoretical and experimental study ot
magneto-viscous etfects in laminar nuid tlows.
The'tully developed M.H.D. tlow past a semi-infinite plate (semi-
intinite perpendicu.lar to tloy) in an unbounded tluid, with a magnetic.
field perpendicular to the plate, is Ianalysed by a simple similarity
method to demonstrate the characteristic transverse wakes which are
/
produced in such situations. The analysis shows that the wakes emanate
i, \from the edge ot the plate along the direction of the applied magnetic
...
tield - a more complete analysis is, however, given by Hasimoto (1960). .
The tlow past plates is investigated in the more complex situation,
when the flow 11 bounded by rectangular ducta, A computerised numerical
study ot ordinary hydrodynamic and M.H.D. flows (at moderate Hartmann
Number) explores the effects of (a) inserting plates into rectangular ducts,
I .
(b) ot imposing pressure gradients, and (c) of moving sections of the duct
walls or the inserted plates. In each case, the fully developed flow (2-D
variation across the duct crosB-section) is presented •
.The experimental investigation employs a combustion plasma as a
working fluid. Magneto-viscous interactions are produced by inserting
refractory plat6s into a refractory-lined duct. The experiments include
internal (pitot) measurements of vel~city distributions for both ordinary
hydro~am1c flow and M.H.D. flow. Two configurations of the inserted plate
are adoptedJ firstly, a plate long in the flow direction, but only half duct
height, and, secondly, a plate which extends across the full width of the
duct, but which is 'semi-infinite' in the flow direction. For both
configurations in the M.H.D. case, the applied magnetic field is perpend-
icular to the plate.
In the M.H.D. flows, the tiratplate configuration produces
transverse wakes, similar in form to those found theoretically. In the
second configuration where the developing boundary layer is investigated,
the Hartmann etfect is demonstrated.
A Water-cooled. pitot-static probe, and an R.F. conductivity probe,
Which were develop~d for these experiments, are described.
The theoretical solutions which relate to uniform property flows
do not show close agreement with the experimental results, and it is
suggested that non-uniformity of electrical conductivity in the combustion
,
"plasma is the main cause for incompatibility. However, the same trends
can be seen.
The magnitude of the interactions produced in this small scale
experiment suggest that highly significant magneto-viscous effects could
be produced in combustion M.H.D. generators, which operate at much higher
values of the Hartmann Number.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Conception of the Project
The work described in this thesis was carried out at the
Marchwood Engineering Laboratories ot the Cent~al Electricity Generating
Board (C.E.G.B.) while I was registered as a tull-time non-resident
student of the University of Warwick. At the time when the work was
initiated, the Marchwood Laboratories were engaged in a large scale
·investigationof the feasibility of open-cycle Magnetohydrodynamic (M.H.D.)
Power Genera,tion. The conception of this project was inspired by the need
\
to provide ~ better fundamental understanding of some basic fluid-mechanic
aspects of M.H.D. flows in open-cycle generators, which employed high
temperature, seeded gases as the working tluid. In fact, ver,y little
investigation ot magneto-viscous ettects in combustion plasmas had been
done anyWhere. Also, there was a need to develop instrumentation tor
detailed investigations of the internal behaviour ot such generators •.
There is a considerable fund of knowledge in the field of M.H.D.
flows using electrically conducting liquids such' as mercury, and the
School of Engineering Science at Warwick University, .who were actively
engaged in advanced studies ot such tlows, inspired the fundamental.
approach to these studies. The Marchwood Laboratories were able to
Iprovide the complementary background ot practical expertise in the
technology of high tereperature gas flows.
1.2. Open-Cycle M.H.D. Generation - Background Discussion
A tew comments on the background ot the C.E.G.B.'s open-cycle
M.H.D. Generation research programme, which influenced many practical
aspects of this project, will give a usetul introduction to the work.
(Heywood and Womack (1969) give a full account of the research programme
- 2 -
carried out by the C.E.G.B. together wi~h the National Coal Board, and the
British Manufacturers of Power Station Plant).
The M.H.D. Generator was conceived as a 'topping' unit to be used, in
open cycle mode, together with a Rankine-cycle 'steam plant. The M.H.D.
Generator would be fired by a combustion chamber, using heavy fuel-oil or
coal, and pre-heated air (exit temperature 27000C). The exhaust gases
o .leaving the generator at about 2000 C would pass directly into a radiant
boiler and thence through a chain of,heat exchangers comprising a high
temperature air heater, steam superheater and reheater, low temperature air
, iheater and economiser, before rejection to atmosphere.
Several successful experiments had been completed by the C.E.G.B,
(e.g. Bugden et al(1964»using a small oxygen/kerosene fired duct ofN2lf~
thermal input and these led to a pilot-plant of 25 ~melectrical output to
be built at Marchwood. Unfortunately, the project was cancelled for economic
reasons before this experiment had been completed.
The use of oxygen in the 25 ~wexperiment would have eliminated the
I
need for the complications of introducing air heaters to provide the high
. -. ~.
temperatures required for satisfactory electrical conductivity. There was
to be no waste-heat utilisation in steam generation plant, and for
experimental purposes, the exhaust from the M.H.D. duct was to be merely
quenched and wasted. The main pu+pose of the experiments was to prove the
stability of large-scale direct generation by M.H.D., to investigate
various designs of duct, to produce duct walle and electrodes which had
satisfactory lifetime and to optimise the gas-dynamic and electrodynamic
design of the ducts for the generati,on process.
Experiments were to be limited to overall measurements of generated
voltages, bulk gas'conductivity and bulk fluid-mechanic properties - no
internal duct measurements were to be attempted.
- ,-
1.,. M.H.D. Effects in Duct Flows
A problem which had not been investigated was the effect of
applying a transverse magnetic field on the ~etailed fluid flow patterns
within combustion plasma flows. The experimental work on mercury flows,
and also a vast amount of theoretical work, Buggested that substantial
interactions could be produced, which may dominate the flow in some
circumstances. These int~ractions include:-
(a)
(b),
\
the suppression of fluid-mechanic turbulence,
the flattening of velocity profiles (i.e. suppression
of vorticity by transverse field) and the related
creation of wall boundary layers,
,(c) the production of transverse "wakes" in mid-stream
which follow the lines of the imposed magnetic field
from discontinuities at the boundary.
Investigations of effects (b) and (c) are described in this .thesis.
1.4. Layout ot Thesis
The thesis comprises two self-contained exercises: a theoretieal
study of a particular class of M.H.D. flow problems which involve
transverse wakes, and an experimental study of the same type of problem,.
together with some other flow configurations.
In Chapter 2, the governing equations and basic properties of
ordinary hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic flows. which are useful in
this study, are developed. Some methods which have been used previously
for solving M.H.D. flow problems are also described. In Chapters' and 4,
the use of two particular methods to provide original solutions of M.H.D.
duct flows and flows past plates (under the action of a transverse
-4-
magnetic field) are described. The similarity solutions described in
Chapter, give an immediate understanding of the qualitative nature
of the transverse wakes, although the solution is limited to rather
simple physical conditions which could not be achieved in practice.
Chapter 4 describes a much more detailed study ot the tlows which
occur in physically realistic geometrical arrangements, although this
study is limited to fully-developed flows ot tluid with uniform
properties and scalar conductivity. The results ot Chapter 4 were
obtained using a computer. which enabled particularly lengthy
(
calculations t.obe completed. The results ot the computer study were
-..'
compared with previous analytical solutions for some s~mPle cases and
the study was then extended to provide solutions to contigurations'
which had not previously been tackl'ed.
In Chapter 5, the basis tor the experimental programme is
discussed, and previous relevant experimental work is described. The
overall design philosophy ot the experiment is then developed.
A description ot the design and constrUction ot the exporimental
apparatus and instrumentation is given in Chapter 6, ,and in Chapter 7.
the experimental results are presented. The results include some
measurements ot gas temperature and eleotrical conductivity, and a
large number ot measurements ot velocity profiles in the experimental
M.H.D. duct, which demonstrate the existence ot magneto-viscous
interactions in the tlow in the case ot transverse magnetio tields with
inserted plates in the tlow.
Chapter e presents a discussion ot some aspects ot the
experimental results and a comparison between the theoretical and
experimental results. Some indications ot the qualitative ettect ot
- 5 -
non-uniformit.Y of electrical conductivity on M.H.D. flows are given.
Finally in Chapter 9, overall conclusions are presented, and
in Chapter 10, suggestions for future work are enumerated.
The Appendix contains a more detailed description of the
computer program developed for Chapter 4 and the calibration of some
of the items of experimental apparatus.
The order of presentation of work follows closely the
chronological order in which it was carried out, although some of the
preliminary experiments and the rig construction were carried outI' .
concurrent~y with the computer stu~. A review of previous relevant
work is included in Chapters 2 and 4 (theoretical work) and Chapter 5
(experimental work).
The units which are used in this study do not correspond to the
latest S.l. Standard, but follow, in general, the practice which was
accepted within the Engineering Departments of the C.E.G.B. at the time
When the project was started, i.e. the old British system of Units (with
temperatures in degrees Centigrade).
-6-
e, M.H.D. DUCT FLOWS AND FLOWS PAST PLATES WITH A TRANSVl!:RSE MAGNETIC FIELD
2.1. Ordinary Hydrodynamic Flows.(Laminar)
2.1.1 Formulation of Flow Equations
Since the solutions to Borne ordinary hydrodynamic (O.H.D.) flows will
be considered later, and their properties will be compared with l!.H.D. flows,
this section briefly formulates the equations governing O.R.D. flows and
discusses some of their relevant propertie3.
Consider a viscous fluid with uniform properties, which is
incompressible; then the continuity equation and the equation of motion
\
may be written as._.
••••2.1.1.
t ~ + \7? ::.L'Vl ~,Dt
In the steady state, equati 2.1.2 reduces to
e..( 1[.V) '! + V1? = LV 1.~
••••2.1.2.
••••2.1.'.
If the flow is further. limited to rectilinear_f~ow, i.e. :[ ~ "l only,
with no variation in the flow direction, except ~ (which is independent
~~ .
of x ,and j ),
then, since e.. \T'l ~\Ti = 0
'b'l.
~ -: fl1 'V'l.lJ't
0'2:, l
••••2.1.4.
Such flows can occur as tully developed, steady state, pressure driven
duct flows (e.g. the classical Poieeuille Pipe flow). They also occur
in certain flows in ducts, when the flow occurs without pressure gradients
(i.e. wi th ~ = 0 ), but with part of the bounding surface or an immersed
1)!-
object moving, (for these cases, the exciting wall or object must be
infinite in the! -direction). For the latter case, the solution to the
-7-
flow situation is simply ••••2.1.5.
Usually, flows will be considered which have a-~D variation
perpendicular to the flow direction and thus
-Ox.'" ••••2.1.6.
(Couette flow and Poiseuille flow are examples of flows with one
dimensional variation).
,2.1.2 DiscuBsion
,
I If un-bounded flows are 'considered, e.g. the flow excited by moving
a semi~infiriite flat plate along its length in an un-bounded fluid, then a
deve1oping~boundary layer is established on the plate which increases i?
thiclmess from the tip of the\plate. This flow never reaches a fully
developed situation, since the\onlY force which is able to balance the
viscous force in this layer is the inertia force, and the thickness of the
layer tends to infinity at large distances from the tip. (This is the
classical Blasius Flow situation which has a similarity solution in terms
of ~ =~J:;, where V. is the velocity of the p,la~e and X is distance from
tip of plate). Equations 2.1.4. and 2.1.5. can,therefore only be applied
to bounded flows.
2.2 Magneto-Hydrodynamic Flows. (Lruninar,2-D,fully develGped)
2.2.1 Formulation of Flow Equations
The ordinary hydrodynamic equations formulated in section 2.1 can
be extended to treat magneto-hydro~amic flows by combining them with the
steady state form of Maxwell's equations and Ohm's Law. The equation of
motion is also modified by the addition of the magnetic body force ~ x B.
-8-
Thus tor the steady state, for uniform fluid properties and for
scalar conductivity,
cu.,-l E :- 0 ••••2.2.1 •
c.u.~L B .-'= rj- •••• 2.2.2.
dw- & = 0 ••••2.2.'.
end J- = o-(~+,::!)C.&) •••• 2.2.4.
Also:- dUr~ - 0 ••••2.2.5.
end ~('{51)~ ~ 'l~ = "l2" +-J.x~ ••••2.2.6~'1 -
Taking the Qurlof 2.2.2. gives,, \
, eu..-l j..r er- w-rL (If" ea ) ] = F r»-<"l w....t ~ .
and using vector identities gives,
A v2 ~ + (~.v)~ ~ (~. v)~.
("=-L).
fJ.-1T'
Combining equation 2.2.2. with 2.2.6.gives,
~ 'Vl~+~cw-L!~)><B= e_l\l.tJ)':!: + V'f
or L V\[ +-f (r~,({)~ - t ('1. V) ~.+ Vp~ ••.• 2.2.8.
where ~ 'it- == ? + I f2 I'
2.f
If the flows are restricted again to (2-D) tully developed r?ctilinear
••••2.2.7.
tlows then the l-component 01' equation 2.2.8 becomes:
••••2.2.9
(only p varies in the flow direction and ~ must be constant -
this oanbe verified by taking o/~01' equation 2.2.8).
The "l-component of equation 2.2.7 gives
••••2.2.10.
v- 9 -
For these rectilinear flows it is assumed that Bx::' g,xo, an
applied (external) magnetic field, and that B!j is zero. (j l: ::.0 also,
since V"j : 0 ).
Bl, the induced magnetic field, will be very much smaller than
the applied magnetic field and (B,V)~~xo~, since ~aO and B~=O.
0:( ~~
Thus to solve 2-D, fUlly developed reotilinear M.H.D. flows
?quations 2.2.9 and 2.2.10 must be solved simultaneously. Shercliff (1953)
adopted the technique of adding and subtract~g these two equations to
give (ta.kin~ (2.2.9) ±. I ~ (2.2.10».
\ f- ~<r"1
[!!b + }a. d>t J ± e., ~ l:b.
~~& ~ t.J." 5X
where, ¢t. = "'1 ± ~
fJ6'Nt
and the :t signs are taken in order.
••••2.2'.11.
An alternative approach ,is to combine the equations to give a
fourth order equation - Braginskii (1960).
For dynamically driven flows it is convenient to normalise in
terms ot a tixed velocity Vo, which may be the velocity of a moving wall
or plate.
i.e. If' - \J'l
Vo
5' = Bz
Yof"~cf"Nt
the-ease of pressure driven flows, it is automatically assumed
and
(N.B. in
that\) 0:: I .)
E~uation 2.2.11 can also be normalised with respect to the
spatial variables when ,
, ~ =r \
Where'd' is a reference length. (T,ypical1y,the half width of a
reotangu1ar duct in the .x.-direction).
-10 -
Thus equation 2.2.11 finally becomesl-
[ 'V/'- ± H L J ,./...'l,x' 't'±
H- ; Bcl~
••••2.2.12.
where Hartmann Number based on the chosen
reference length.
~' ; cl~.~
3i '1. ~c
and \]I?. is interpreted as
Normalised Pressure Gradient.
VI + B I- .
2.2.2. Discussion
In bontrast to ordinary hydrodynamic flows, it is possible to have
fully developed M.H.D. flows in un-bounded regions. ,Although the inertia
terms in the fluid equation of motion tend to zero, there can be balance
between the viscous force and the magnetic bo~ force at every point in
the field. (The superposition of a uniform pressure gradient merely
introduces the equivalent of an additional uniform current distribution).
For the case ot the semi-infinite plate (non-conducting) dragged through an
infinite fluid, with an imposed magnetic field normal to the plate, the
boundary layer develops for a distance referred to as the interaction
length and then reaches a steady state thickness.
The interaction length is e lor , and the interaction 'parameter,
N a L j er 5;0= ~D%O~, measures the relative size of the magnetic forces(~5j ande,'"
the inertia forces(~;rl) where ~ is a characteristic length.
The thickness of the fully developed layer is characterised by
the Hartmann distance,
The Hartmann Number, H, (:. J..f ) measures the relative size of
. I'o~~
the magnetic torces (en.r g') and viscous forces (1~)Where J.. is a
characteristic length perpendicular to the plate.
- 11-
I
Hartmann's classical experiments (Hartmann and Lazarus (19'7»
an l-D duct flows tirst demonstrated the existence of the wall boundary
l81er with characteristic width blt~tT which ,contained current tlow and
encompassed the region of changing velocity. Subsequently Shercliff (195')
,in-v;estigatedtheoretically the 2-D problem ot rectangular duct flow, showing
the existence of this same layer on walls perpendicular to the magnetic
I
field, but a different layer on the walls which were parallel to the
magnetic field. This layer has characteristic thickness J../HYz.. (See ShercJifj
(1956) for experimental investigation of 2-DM.H.D. circular duct flow)
I ( , • '.
I .
Hasimoto (1960) investigated theoretically the dynamically excited
'-'
flow produced by dragging a semi-infinite plate along its own length for
cases when the plate was non-conducting and perfectly conducting. (The
plate was semi-infinite in the direction perpendicular to the flow
direction and the magnetic field was perpendicular to the plate.
He established the existence of tranBver~e wakes (mid-stream boundary
layerB), which contained current flow and encompaBsed the region ot
changing velocity between two regions of more uniform flow. Since this
flow contiguration is particularly relevant to the work described later in
Chapters " 4, and 7. and since it is not so well discussed elsewhere. it
is useful to describe his work a little further. (In section' the
mechanism producing the effect is described in more detail).
Hasimoto considered firstly the motion of an infinitely long
cylinder parallel to its length in a conducting fluid and established that
when a uniform magnetic field was imposed, perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder, two current wakes were formed which emanated from the cylinder
and were parallel to the applied magnetic field. These wakes are the
residual stationary current flow which results from the passage of
- 12 -
/transverse Altven waves along the field lines. With infinite Hartmann
Number, the solution demonstrates that, for a perfectly conducting
cylinder, the fluid enveloped by the two magnetic field lines which are
tangential to the cylinder is frozen to the cylinder and the whole moves
as a solid bo~. For an insulating cylinder, the same volume of fluid
moves with half the velocity of the cylinder. The case of the moving
cylinder has been dealt with in more detail by Waechter (1966) who produced
solutions for velocity and current distributions for large finite Hartmann
Number. The phenomenon. of "freezing" the fluid to a perfectly conducting,
\
plate has been demonstrated experimentally by Alpher et al (1960), in an~
open channel mercury flow experiment. A copper disc was inserted into
the base of the channel and a magnetic field was applied (perpendicular
to the disc). The cylindrical column of mercury above the disc behaved
as a solid body and the flow past the disturbance closely resembled the
hydrodynamic flow past a solid cylinder.
Figure 2.2.1 shows the details of Hasimoto's solution for a semi-
infinite plate. The parabolic nature ot the wakes which was established
in the theory is clearly seen in the plots ot constant velocity lines and
constant induced magnetic field lines.
In the conducting plate case, the current flowing in the transverse
wake all flows up the plate. If the plate had a finite length, it would
.
have entered the plate from a similar wak~ at the other end. There is no
current flow in the core region adjacent to the plate tor a semi-infinite
plate, but for a finite length plate at finite Hartmann Number, the two
wakes would merge to form a finite volume of "frozen" fluid.
I
",'-: -f> = 0·2-
--- .r' ---
HASIMOTO', SOLUTION folt SiMI-INFINITe '&-flTes
MO"'NGr IN INFINI'Te. Fw'I)S - flGUtf Z. .2.1.
-l' -
In the insulating plate case, there obviouSly can no longer be
current flow in the plate and in fact there is current continuity between
the current ,flowing in the Hartma~ layer on the pl~te and in the transverse
wake. Similar conclusions may be drawn for an insulating plate of finite
length.
Hunt and Ludford (1968) have recently analysed the M.H.D. flow past
obstacles in constant area channels, and their analysis includes '-D
considerations. Th~y show that Hasimoto's solution is only valid for
thin plates which are long in the flow direction and for N>~t. (Nbased,
on duct width). For thick bodies in ducts, a solution of very different~
character was found.
Todd (1967) in studying the pressure driven M.H.D. flow in non-
conducting annular channels also produced solutions Which contained
transverse wakes (similar to Hasimoto's cylinder solution) Which emanated
from the edge of the inner wall and followed the magnetic field lines.
At high Hartmann Number, the solution demonstrated the existence of curved
Hartmann type ,layers on both the inside and outside walls of the duct and
diffuse current return paths through the core of the flow. In this case,
the wake consists again of a region of abrupt change in velocity, but
doesnot contain all the current flowing in the Hartmann layers (as in
Hasimoto's configuration). The wake covers a region where the main core
current streamlines are deflected in the direction of the imposed magnetic
field. (This result can be compared with the results for pressure driven
flows in rectangular ducts with thin plates ~ see section 4.4.) The
diffuse core current flow divides into two to return alon~ the two
Hartmann layers. Todd (1968) also demonstrated that transverse wakes can
_--
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tollow the tield lines when th~ are curved.
Braginskii (1960), H.K. Mottatt (1964), and Hunt and Williams (1968)
have also studied M.H.D. tlows excited by current tlows parallel to the
magnetic tield, in which layers ot discontinuity, which tollowed the tield
lines, were produced at the edge ot the region ot currant flow.
It can be ~een that M.H.D. flows can exhibit many phenomena quite
toreign to O.H.D. flows - includinglthe mid-stream boundary layer. Some
of these effects are investigated theoretically in more detail in
Chapters 3 and 4,and experiments are described in Chapter 7, which
!demonstrate the existence of some ot the .effects in combustion plasma.
~
2.3. Some Methods for Solving M.H.D. Flow Situations
In this section some of the more important methods which are useful
tor Bolving M.H.D. tlow Bituations are described, and the reasons tor the
selection of two of the methods for use later are outlined.
2.'.1. Exact Analytical Solutions
Some ot the simpler configurations can be solved by exaot ana~tical
methods, to produce solutions in terms at intinite series. (Typically,
rectangular duct flow with insulating walls e.g. Sherclitf(195'». These
solutions can often be simplified wben the assumption H»I is applicable.
Alternatively, Weiner-Hopf techniques have been used with the 4th order
M.H.D. equation. to produce exact solutions (e.g. Yakubenko (1963),
Waecht~r (1968)~
2.3.2. Approximate Analytical Solutions
Hunt and .co-authors have applied an approximate analytical
technique to a great variet" of more complicated situations (e.g. rectangular
duct flow with conducting walls parallel to the magnetic tield (H~t and
Stewartson (l966)~ variable-area channel tlow (Hunt and Leibovitch (1967»,
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steady electrically driven tlows (Hunt-and Williams, (1968». This
technique, which is usetul tor H~I , involves splitting the tlow into
regions, boundary layers and cores, in which plausible assumptions can
be made corresponding to l-\ ... oo - e.g. no viscous forces in core regions -
which simplify the analysis. Solutions are then found for each region,
which are made to match at the interfaces between regions.
w.e. Moffatt (1964) used the approach of integral momentum
methods in the stu~ ot M.R.D. boundary layers. Although these methods
are usetul tor studying overall properties such as skin friction and heat
. \
transfer, they do not give much detailed information about the flow •....
2.,.,. Similarity Solutions
Similarity solutions have found extensive. application in O.H.D.
tlow situations, e.g. developing boundary layers on plates, (see Blasiul
flow mentioned in section 2.1). In general, a similarity solution is ot
the torm V' :.J (S) only, where,) ;:f(_x,y). No M.H.D. analogy' to the
developing Blasius boundary layer flow is possible tor reasons described
in section 2.2•• but similarity solutions are pos·sible tor the steady state
transverse wakes which are peculiar to M.R.D. tlows, (see Shercliff'(1965»
and which display the parabolic nature ot the Blasius flow.
In Chapter , this method is adopted tor a study ot the semi-
infinite moving plate problem. Although the method is limited to" '>7 \ ,
it has the advantage that it provides relatively simple solutions which
illustrate many of the physical properties of the tlow. It gives a good
approximation to the wakes at some distance from the tip of the plate tor
the semi-in finite plate case, (i.e.·when t »'t! ).
?I~1. (jx.~
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2.'.4. Numerical Solutions
Numerical methods based on finite difference techniques have had
extensive application in all types ot tield problems, including magnetic
and electric field problems, temperature and stress distributions and many
ordinary hydrodynamic flows. Applications in M.H.D. flows have been
somewhat limited, .one of the few examples is Dix (1962), who used the
technique to solve the M.H.D. flow through a cascade of non-conducting
plates (semi-infinite in the flow direction).
,The advantage of the method is that any complicated geometrical
I '
situation may be modelled with a finite-differ~nce mesh. The size of the
,,'region and the degree of detail which can be incorporated into the solution
are only limited by the size ot the computer which is available to solve the
numerical equations. For high Hartmann Numbers, when large variations in
j ,
velocity and induced magnetic field occur in narrow boundary layers, the
method is not ideal, unless a variation in grid spacing is incorporated and
this can limit the flexibility of the method. However, for reasons
described in Chapter 5, it was not possible to attain high Hartmann
Numbers in the experimental situation and so this was not a significant
disadvantage.
The method is ideally suited to a comprehensive study of duct
flows with and without inserted plates, with pressure gradients or with
Iexcitation by moving inserted plates or part ot the duct walls, when the
Hartmann Number is in the range 0 - 10. This study (presented in Chapter 4)
,
extends the present lmowledge of this class of M.B.D. flows and could not
be made without recourse to numerical methods since other methods (2.,.1,
2.,.2 and 2.,.,), cannot Bolve these co~figuration8 at this range of
Hartmann Number.
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;;. Sn'ILARITY S,;:r_,TJTICI~STO sorE Il.R.}).' FLO'.7 SITUATIC;iS
- I
;;.1. Si!T''1Jlifice.tio~ of Ecmdio:"1.?
It is po::;sib1e to sbplify 'Ithe ant:'.lysis of fully developed r.i.E.D.
flo";'ls induced by a semi-i..Tlfinite moving plate in an un-bounded electrically
conducting fluid by adopting a boundary layer approach.
The general equations for the steady state exe (see section 2.2.)
, I
1. ['dIUl t- s.; J + &~O d Bz - .1t.~
o 'X~ 6.f· f" ~~ 0~ • • • •3.1.1.
A ['o'tB"t + 6'1.B~J-+ Bxo 6IJl
Ox.~ ~ o;c
and o ••••3.1.2.
which can be reduced to a simpler fbI'm in the case of 1t»1 by t::e
assumption that d%x2.« d~j" . 'l'his situation corresponds to the.t in
~hich a boundary layer (not however at a solid boundary) extends in the
~- direction (direction of applied field) aTldseparates two core reGions
of fluid TIith a transition distancel~hich is s~a11 corepared iT.iththe
•~rpical 1eneth scale of the proole9.
I
The equatdons 3.1.1. and 3.~.2. thon become:-
and + Bxo. dV"t
Ox..
I
The kn07m parabolic shape ef the leyers (see Hasimoto
••••3.1.3.
o
(1960) suggest a
solution of the eq_uL,tionsusing a similcrity variF..b·1eX = Yx.i .. (This
similarity solution was sU~Gested b1Shercliff (1965»). - see Figure 3.1.1.
Tnen d'X - --L Uj 31 & O~ = '/ ~- - 2. J "y 12 ~ "'" a.oX: ...... 0~ "-
Thus equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 become:-
••••3.1.5.
"X. ~ 0) -OO<:J ~+oo
f'Lf'tiE. oN ~ - A-')(.IS fo(, ~ ~ 0 •
-0 .2.
-004-
-loO - VAfllATION Of VI\2l"8L£ 'XI [= !lljC.·~]
OVf.t. .sEMI- INFINITe. SPf\c.e, , RlWQ£ S.I.I.
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and 'dt.B' ,1.. _
() 1-J. X
••••3.1.6.
-
As bef'ore,Be and Vl. can be de-coupled by adding and subtracting these
two equations.
. r. 'd7.
l ~x.ll
The solution for zero pressure "gradient is then:-
1-{~ d 1'""ad. aX Ii o ••••3.1.7.
where ¢>± ::: Vt. i.!!_ (as in section 2).
I-'- tJ ITIt1
If this equation is normalised in terms of
V-' = '\f~ &- B' :. B'l.
}
~ t Vo f~G'"1Y) v;
and 'X' =-~'XI~Y.,. , where d is a characteristic length acal.e and v; is
the velocity of'the plate, then
[
~'1.
oX,a + ~ Xl L J rf...!z:- ?lX' 'f'± =-0 ••••3.1.8.
Equation 3.1.8. m~ be integrated directly by separating the
variables,
'07.1;thua: ± I-tX', ~
b'X'2. T "?lx.'
~ 'l'.t. -::: :i: H ~'. :pi: _where
oX' 2-
'. d~±. - ±.. t\ X' c;{~'
~ 2-
.' . f/M. ~± == ± H'X'Z."_Ct rere et are constanta ot ~tegrationJ
b~_ ::: C
4
1.L. t:lCh ( t H}'z)1 .. r -,- ••~.:5.l.9.
8< ., 1; ;::: CltS .lWfC± ~2.)cl'X 1- C~t
.1>~(end thence v' and e,') may be f::'d as fun_ctions of ')G'. ( C'r end C~.!:
or
••••'.1.10•
being determined from boundary conditions).
The sete of boundary conditions to be considered are:-
(i) Semi-infinite perfectly conducting plate being dragged
at velocity Vo through conducting fluid experiencing no
pressure gradient.
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(ii) Semi-infinite insulating plate being dragged at velocity
Vo through conducting fluid experiencing no pressure
gradient.
'.2. Discussion of general properties of solution
From an examination of equation ,.1.9, it can be seen that
~+:: C 1+ t."~ ( H ~/Z)
I 4-
Therefore "ad+ diverges rapidly as /"X/ increases. This would
. ~ ~'be quite inconsistent with the required solution, since ~+ must converge
for l~ge 'X\. Thus the only possible solution for <f: is that it should
be constant i.e. P+::.C, .. ; 0 and therefore \]"'+&' is constant across these
layers.
Before the boundary conditions for equation 3.1.10 can be
determined, however, a more detailed physical discussion is necessary.
For this purpose cases (i) and (ii) will be considered in mor~ detail.
p~se (i) Perfectly conducting plate being dragged through a conducting
fluid which is stationary at large distances from the plate.
From Ohm's Law, for a conductor with ~~PO, it follows that
( E 4- ~)C ~) -.. 0 for finite j... Therefore, in the perfectly conducting
plate, t:j tV - Vo Bxo. Since curl E = -~ :: 0 in the s.teady state,
(also approximately true for constant applied magnetic field and small
induced field) and becauBe there can be no discontinuity in E acrOBS
the boundary between the plate and the fluid, (i.e. ~E~~ 0 , for Ex; 0 )
Oi:
.the electric field in the fluid adjacent to the plate (~) must be-v-Vo Bx••
Immediately adjacent to the plate, the fluid must be moving with the
velocity of the plate, and thus there can be no current flo,rlng.
{Since j-j :!.. C1j.w..1. (-VoBxo+ Vog~.) ). But.a little turther away trom
the plate, it can be assumed that the fluid is moving at velocity \f~ [~Vo]
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which may take any value between Vo and zero. Then a current will flow
in the fluid determined by j,:. <Jf(...wl (-Vo B)(o+lflgu)andwill return
through the plate. However, this current will produce a body force
on the fluid equal to j~Bxo which will act in the opposite direction to
(\f~-Vo ) and will reduce f\1"f:-Vo/ until no current flows and "l:=- Vo •
This process progresses in a wave-like form (Alfv/n propag~tion -
during the starting process) in the direction of ~ , with the current
returning along the ~-axiB. The current return would form a current
sheet for a perfectly conducting fluid, but for~dfinite, Hasimoto
,
\
(1960) has shown that the layers diffuse in a parabolic fashion. So the
'.:
existence of' zones in the flow can be postulated, see FigtU'e '.2.1 (a);
zone A, of undisturbed fluid; zone e, of fluid which is dragged along by
the plate; zone B, which is a transition zone from disturbed to undisturbed
regions and also the region of current flow, in which Ot. >'7 c~
~'i'l.. ox"
It has been found that the region B has a paraboIic shape as
•
mentioned above, and it is in this region that the solution in terms of
the parameter )C is useful, although this solution is only valid for the
case when the layer is thin in the y-direction. It can be shown that this
corresponds to high values of the Hartmann Number H.
This simplified analysis takes no account of the complex flow near
the tip of the plate (since it is assumed that ~X~l» ?J1o-x2 throughout)
and the region where the return current actually passes into the conducting
plate. Hasimoto's solution shows that the current passes into the plate
within a distance o(t) from the tip, and so in the limit I+-..DO , it
can be considered that all the current flows in at the tip. For the
purposes of this simple analysis, it is assumed that ~ is constant along
the whole length of the plate; this is equivalent to the case of a perfectly
conducting plate with a thin in~ulat1ng layer over its surface which restricts
current entry to the plate to the tip. (Exact boundary condition is; dB' .. 0 ).
~r\,.
c Bxo
ft£~ON5 OF F-LOW ,~oD\lC&b aY MO~IN" "
SCM'- lHF,N'TE t\.ATE IN AN ,...,.NeTt FWIJ)
Wi,... " "U--"'t'l. """~11'1' f"f:a..D- Ft.\I~e. 3.2.1.
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Case (11) Insulating plate being dragged through a conducting fluid _
stationary at large distances from the plate. (Figure 3.2.1 (b)
In,this case, it would be expected that a Hartmann type boundary
layer would exist on the plate, eo it would be advisable to split the flow
into 4 zones, where G is a Hartmann Boundary layer, in which the fluid
velocity changes'abruptly from the velocity of the plate to an intermediate
veloci ty \1", (yet to be determined) in the region F. Zone D is the
undisturbed zone and zone E consists of a transition region similar to
,\1. ~,.zone B of ,:(a) in which %;'» ~x.&. • The Hartmann layer can be
analysed quite simply by putting the restriction ~ 1)? OX \. into the
bx c.l~
equations de~eloped earlier.
Thus:"
and o
or with no pressure gradient, more simply - ~.
,_ '0!.l ~ ~ ss, - 0
bxS. fJ- ~;C
and " a
lS'! 4- B)(o o\1"~ 0
0,.:."1- O~
••••3.2.1.
••••'.2.2.
which can be solved by adding and subtracting aa before to give
[ -02. ± 1-\ 0 J~' - 0Ox.'~ Ox.' It •...,.2.3.
rl. ±.' = 'where 't' v' ± B
and = 'X
Thus where
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.. 01:>_ = + H~_
h'
or .p_ ==: c!_~pfrt 'X) which would cause. f_to diverge rapidly as X
increases. Thus the only solution tor 9>- is tor it to be constant
and thus p_ :.. C3- = O.
I / .
"V - B :: constant across the Hartmann boundary layeri.e.
(see Shercli!! (1965». This result may be used to find the mean velocit.1
in region F. (VI) and the induced field (S, ).
Since) on .theplate; if I ::., , S' =- 0
I.
& in region D;
\.:
, \r'o:. 0 ') B' = 0 ~
and since '1>~- constant across E
and ¢_ ...constant across G ,
, B ' I Iit V; ::..VI and I:' 6, • then, V, +8, =0 end
V0 u £'iW\ Vo I I
r ....·-, and therefore \1j =- 2:
I I ,tr, - S, ==
I& B,::; -J_
2.
•
Thus there is a large region adjacent to the plate (zone F) where
the fluid is moving at one half of the plate velocity and the region is
bounded by a Hartmann boundary layer and a transverse boundary layer,
whose current contents are equal. This solution was eonfirmed by Hunt and
Ludford (1968) for the case of long elliptical plate.
,.2.1. Characteristic thicknesses of layers
The characteristic thicknesses of the various layers sketched in
Fi~e '.2.1 ean be determined for +t» I. For the Hartmann layer,
[ ~. ± li= flC ] <f ~ ,. 0
01 N ~.~ across the layer, and so if the characteristic
~'X.s O~
~~Tthickness of the layer is
then l t'V H. \ or r = o (~).- - ~T
~2 'I bltffl
~
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(Hasimot0) layers,- however ,
+ ~ ;x ] ~± ~ 0
02. H- ~_ t'\,J __
. 0~2. cL 0)(
- 'V H.. 1 ~ r.l+ ~ 0 (Jli')( )• • ~ a. -I V1 h{oMdTo -
0HIISIMOfo 0. X H .
So for H>I , the Hartmann layer is thinner than the Hasimoto layer.
For the transverse
[
at.
()~1.
..
This fact can be illustrated by an order of magnitude argument based
on current flow:-
In the Hasimoto layer, current flows in the X and ~ directions
and obeys tlWJ~0 ,
Figure '.2~1.(b» and
whereas in the Hartmann layer, j= j!J
j'~s., 'V '1*l~~. only {see
For case (ii), Figure ~b, the total current in the Hartmann layer
can be equated to that in the Hasimoto layer. In the Hasimoto layer, ~
is predominantly j:r and the j~ component (which produces th~ body force
j~Bx. ) is only the diffusing component of the current; so the body
force jJ Bxo is weaker in this layer than in the Hartmann layer where
, \1
j~is the predominant current component. Consequently, ~ a ~t is smaller
J -. . l "ij2.
. \t
in the Hasimoto layer than "1 ~l in the Hartmann layer, and thus the
L cbca.
Hasimoto layer is broader than the Hartmann layer.
For Case (i) The total current in the plate can be found .from c,.v..,.t!?; rJ.
thus T::. J_ A'O where ~ signifies the difference from the centre line of
fA-
the.plate to the boundary.
T:: -F' f ~~,.Vo =,J er"1 .Vo •
Th~s the current density in the Hasimoto layer is jx N.I_ per
dAASoI'I.ro
uni t distance in the 1.-direction, if j ~» j!:J • But since we also have
i.£ '" b_ in this layer, (.,' tlW-j:: o ). j ~IV,J;;j VO and since
X . X
j, '0". ~ "t~;tin tho layor, ~.... ,...'" =' 00W) as boforo.
Thus
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FoJ' C.<tse (ii) The total current cpntent of the Hartmann layer (no
current f'Lows;inthe plate in this case) is given by J~1-Llf) ,;:'2ere
I f-~ signifies now the difference f10rnthe edge of the plate to zo~e F.
Thus T::: F .fJ(j1 "; , and so j~i~ the Har-tmann layer is
• 0 Zgiven by J~°"0 tV '1~\T":!: •
011::1-
Thus .l;/YJ Vo '" '1~ ._L
l 2~ ~1. B"co
i.e.
and since the total current content of the Rasimoto layer is eq~al also
I •a,3'3in usi:n8' c;lWj.:; 0
and since j~g~o N 1\1 y..!: }
• I 2.02-
rH1tr£INoro = oCf-;)
These physical arguments agree Viith the deductions made earlier fron the
form of the equations, as ~ould be expected.
;.2.2~ Bounde.r;zCO:r'ditions for deterr:lini:!1p; co~.s.~.a:n.t.s.,ipEqu:1tion
;.1.10.
(i) Perfectly Conductinr, n1ate
y._ I_ + 00 , \.i (__ 0 I' 5'~ 0
IJ' ~ I I, B'_.. -I (since. lJ~B' = const)
I
(ii) Insulatin~ nlate
'X' ~-I-OO ) -s' ... 0 , S/- 0
'X-/~-oo \J'_ ~ S' -J- (since V' ~ B') _.., 2- = const
for Hasimoto layer)
on plate 1J"/_ I 'g'~ 0 ( . , Sf = constsance \J-
(x~o) .for Har-tmann layer) •.
3.3. Solutions to flows with semi-infinite pl~tes in an infinite fl~
Equation 3.1.10. can be rewritten in the form (for 1-')
where
N- (,
o---~------~------~------~------~------~O-t '"o 0 o~o
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For Case (i) A.s V ,_ ~oO).. 0r: ) "It.- and
,
e.r{, X - 0
••••3.3.2.
i
'X' .... ,f.,o , cf± _. (A-fC x'~ 0For Case (ii) As again 0 and
. . C2.- :: 0, as before.,,0,
I ' cf ~ -. 0 ) rf-~ + I ~ ~Jc X" ~ + 2.As ')L - -0tJ ,
As before
C4 0::: J_• • - 2. •
C2.+ -=.. 0 ) £ C .... =: 0
,B:-or in terms of \1" and
.)
Case (i)
Case (ii)
I le .y "V" :::2-UJG /'W ,
v, - _L tr! 'V II- 4 OJ C. 1\1 )
and s':: - ~u.fc ~".
o ,
B = - ~ tU"f~X"and
Typical examples of these solutions are shown in Figure 3.3.2 in the form
of isove1s (lines of constant velocity). The axes are chosen to be t\ ee.'
and ~~' , 80 that a solution for all R c~ be disp1~ed.
• t i, .... "~I ,,\/-1f r;-;- ,
° This follows since, if ~ ::~.H ~ X :. X." , j.., -= /'J H. 'X
and solutions are all of the 'form rf::' f (g.X' ):: J l'X~. So this
simple transformation produces a unique solution for all H in the case
of a serni-infinite plate. This was also found by Hasimoto for his exact
solutions. which are also shown on Figure 3.3.2,for comparison.
H~' CA5c. Li) : PfRfEC.rL1 CcNbvCnNcr A..AT~ .
GA-se.("li) : ItJ5IJL.ATING- p&..Are. LSE!. &1t..-u12c:s IN g~Al-K£-rsJ
e/:-lT~
___ I-lASI~orO'.s .sownON (cAsed)),
-. _. - H- ~IMOj',,(S :,ow1iol'J lc~1i») .
CO'O~)
\ 0'\
~-;.
I
i \
-1 'c.,'c, 'C;
l~-\~-lf
-I) ..... -.J
I
l I
I' .
-3 \ ~ I II
I-tA~iMAtJ~
1..A'{Et I
(CASE di») I
-I
---___ .-----
~ - .--__ . -
_--
-'-5' Hx'
-- - - --
,
$~MI ~Ir-U=tNI Ii.
f>~T':: .
- -
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3.3.1. Conclusions
The results displayed in Figure 3.3.1 give an indication of the
qualitative behaviour of Has1moto effects and demonstrate the usefulness
of the boundary layer approach.
The diffusive character of the wakes is at once evident, and
likewise the large area adjacent to the plates in which there is a major
flow disturbance, although the solution is not valid near the tip of the
.plate, where dis. 2. N )is. .!. • (cf. Hasimoto's exact solution).
.. . o~ uX
However, for a complete study of the flow, for regions in which
i
the boundary layer approach is not possible and for moderate Hartmann
Number now~ either Hasimoto' s approach must be used, or a numerical
solution attempted. The latter has the advantage that it is more
flexible and will allow the study of situations with finite dimensions of
the plate and fluid.
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4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF sm.m M.H .D. FLOW SITUATIONS
4.1 Description of pToblem and necessity for numerical work
In.order to make a theoretical investigation of M.H.D. flows in
Imore complex configurations, e.g. flows past plates which are bounded by
ducts, a numerical method must be adopted. Similarity solutions and
a~mptotic methons are usually only useful for high Hartmann Number
situations and analytical solutions can only be found for the simplest
configurations.
Numerical methods based on the finite-difference technique are
\
useful for,<moderate Hartmann numbers. (e.g. within the range 0-10 ).
The size of the finite-differtnce mesh and the computer storage capacity
will decide the maximum Hartmann Number.
"
To incorporate all the physical phenomena, which will be encountered
in the experiments described later, into the numerical solution would be
most difficult. The experiments involved the use of a fluid with non-
uniform electrical conductivity (which is highly dependent on temperature)
and with non-scalar electrical conductivity (Hall Effect). These two
effects have been ignored in order to reduce the complexity of the numerical
solution and so that the particular effects under examination, viz. magneto-
, .
viscous interactions, will be clearly visible in the ~)utionB. The
qualitative effects of non-uniform and non-scalar electrical conductivity
and compressibility on the numerical solutions can be suggested by referring
to the available information on these effects in simpler flow situations.
For example, Cramer (1965) and Kieffer (1965) studied the effect
of spatially non-uniform electrical conductivity in M.H.D. Couette and
Duct Flows. Heywood (1965) studied the temperature dependence of electrical
11'\eonductivit,y eft M.H.D. duct flows. F81 (1959) studied the effect of non-
scalar conductivity on M.H.D. boundary l~ers. Sato (1961) and Tani (1962)
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have studied the Hall effect in M.H.D. duct flows. Yen (1964) used a
system of complex parameters to study Hall current flows in M.H.D.
channel flows. Kerrebrock (1961) and Rale and Kerrebrock (1964)
investigated the boundary layers on the electrodes and insulator walls
of M.H.D. acc~lerators, making allowance for temperature dependent
conductivity and in the latter case, non-scalar conductivity. Oliver
and Mitchner (1967) studied various effects caused by non-uniformity
in cases with non-scalar conductivity. Finally, Bleviss (1960) studied
some effects of introducing compressibility into a simple M.R.D.,
configuration.
The numerical work which ie described in this chapter provides
solutions for steady state, fully developed, rectangular duct flows.
The two dimensional variation of the flow parameters will be studied
in the plane perpendicular to the flow direction. Ordinary viscous
hydrodynamic solutions (D.H.D.) and magnetohydrodynamic solutions (L~.H.D.)
will be found for
(a) rectangular ducts with no obstacles
(b) rectangular ducts ~th thin plates
immersed in the flow. (The plates are long in the flow direction) •.
As before, only transverse magnetic fields will be co~sidered.
In common with the approach in sections 2 and , the flow parameters
v' and Si will be used in these numerical solutions.
Two classes of flow excitation will be examined,
(a) Excitation by moving a duct wall or an immersed plate.
(b) Pressure gradient excitation.
Only (b) is comparable with exp~riment, but (a) provides useful comparisons
with other analytical solutions and shows many of the same general
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characteristics as (b).
4.2. Computationa.l Method (See Appendix A for fuller details of
cocputer program).
The equation which has to be satisfied at every node on the finite-
difference mesh is (from section 2.2 and equation 2.2.12)
••••4.2.1
In order to solve this equation ,over any finite region, it must always be,
possib'le to define cf: or E:ij' at all points on the boundary of the regioI1
,! an..
(This limitation also occurred in Chapter 3, when it restricted the use of
v , ,
the perfectly conducting plate boundary conditions, V':::.1 J ~ e, 0 ). .
~n.
Although it may seem more economical to cover only one quadrant ot
, ;
/ a rectangular duct with the finite-difference mesh (1. e. using two axes of
s.ymmetry - see Figure 4.1 (a»), the symmetric nature of the tr'variable and,
the antisymmetric nature of & would produce a boundary condition dV':- 0 ,
4ti:
B';::.o on the X:::-O axis. Hence the finite-difference mesh must be used to
cover the upper half of the rectangular duct (above the ~c. 0 axis - see
Figure 4'.1o».
However, the symmetry conditions about the X::.O axis can be used to
reduce the amount of numerical work. Instead of solving equation 4.2.1
(which is really two equations) the follo\ving sy~netry condition can be
applied. (Shercliff 1953).
1> ~ (x ~~) = f~(-x ,'j ) ••••4.2.2.
J.. I I I(where Y"'±:: \J:t B ) as long as the boundary conditions also have
symmetry about the ~..:::0 axis. And then the problem is reduced to
satisfying
lV'~ + ~~J~~'= ~' ••••4.2.3.
I~~o Lp}so,
I011',0
in,
~=.O
d..1
),8':0 ~I = 0
~ ~
J
et,--+-
(a.) Sxo (b)
A
~ I~2
I 5
.
~ 'I /
~
14,.
r- 1""1""
,
I/I~ 15
I, ._ ....
(_e) (_d. )
I I
0)-1
NOTATION F-6f HNIT! -bIF~I2BNc.e.
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])£T~'LS OF F,,.,,T£-»IFFf.It£NG£ Jt1ESH ..
F=I G-U 11E 4 ..I..I..
j'
¥ ,.
I
n:
--1-k\
L.,
- R v~
~-
-~-l'\ V\ l\ vll\ V." 1'\ ", ~
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at each node on the mesh, and applying a suitable substitution to find
?~and hence V-' and B'.
Equation (4.2.~) can be represented in finite difference form
(wi th ~~I ==1 ) using the notation of Figure· 4.1 (e):-
s.: 2 CPOIO + CP-I.)O + c?O)I - 2~o,o + ¢O~-I"-1./ ~ z. kZ./elt
+ H ( CP"o - ~-IIO ) ~/ ..2.~/~ - ••••4.2.4.(}~
Equation 4.2.5 defines the
= ~'I
"?le.
coefficients of the nodal velues of y6
••••4.2.5.
for use in the numerical solution. The equation can be written for each
nodal point on the mesh and then a matrix equation of the form
8_.~ = b. ••••4.2.6.
can be written; where! is the matrix of coefficients of the nodal values,
1is the vector of nodal values, and l is the vector containing the
pressure gradient term and the boundary conditions.
The matrix is actually of band form and the equation is suitable
, for solution using the C.E.G.B. Library program 'B1Jf.D'. (See Appendix A for
further details"). The size of the finite-difference mesh is determined by'
the core-storage capacity of the computer used; with the I.B.M. ~60 system
in the C.E.G.B. computing center, the program Bl~D limits the mesh to
approximately 16 x 16 nodes. (An alternative program using tape and disk
storage would permit larger meshes, but the execution time would be
excessively long).
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A 16 x 16 mesh is acceptable for Hartmann Numbers up to about
10 (based on the duct f width), when the mesh size will be of the same
order as the Hartmann boundary layer thickness.
As in section 3, the numerical solutions are limited to non-
conducting walls. However, the program accommodates a large variety of
spatial distributions of the boundary value of velocity. For the open
rectangular duct (no obstacles in the flOW), the boundary is divided into
five regions as shown in Figure 4.1 (c) and with the immersed plate option,
there are two extra regions 'on the plate. (Figure 4.1 (d».
The solution to the flow situations is completely defined by
specifying the parameters (a) Hartmann Number
(b) Pressure Gradient
(c) Shape Factor,
and the boundary conditions on all regions. (An initial specification is
made to choose between the open duct and the immersed plate configurations).
An additional facility is incorporated into the program to replace
the bottom line symmetry condition by ~he same boundary condition as the
upper wall. This is useful for investigating the case of an immersed plate
attached to the bottom wall, rather than suspended across th?~:O axis,
which is more easily achieved in practice.
Flows which are excited by pressure gradients m~ be solved with
or without non-zero velocities on the boundary regions, although because
the equation is linear, solutions are additive.
The time taken to produce one solution on the computer is 0.25 min.
Computer time ean be saved if more than one set of boundary conditions and
pressure gradient parameter values are required for one set of Hartmann
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Number and Shape Factor. In these cases, the program arranges for one
reduction of the matrix A to be used with the required number of right-
hand side .vectors~, corresponding to the different combinations of
boundary conditions and/or pressure gradient.
4.3. Testing of PrOgrr:lIn;cornnarison with analytical solutions
4.3.1. Finite Difference Approximations
The error involved by taking only the pivotal values in the finite
difference equations (4.2.5)was estimated using the finite difference
correction ,terms. (See Goodwin (1960». For the case of O.R.D. pressure
\
driven flow down a rectangular duct (Figure 4.4.1), the error was estimated
. .
to be rv O.11~ for points greater than two mesh spacings from a wall and '" 1%
for points adjacent to the wall. This accuracy is quite acceptable, although
a somewhat larger error is produced in the case of M.H.D. flows which exhibit
large changes in velocity gradient near the walls.
4.3.2. Comparison with Analytical Solution to Hydrodynamic
Rectangular Duct Flow
The solution to viscous hydrodynamic flow in rectangular ducts
presented by Langlois (1964), was used to check the .equivalent n~~crical
solution (disple.yed fully in Figure 4.4.1). Langlois transformed the.
degenerate (ordinary hydrodynamic) form of equation 4.2.1:-
011 I
y tr :.
into a Laplace
tr'==
equation and produced an infinite series solution:-
til ,
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where cl, and tit:. are the t-widths of the duct in the ")C and ~ directions
respectively. (See Figure4.1.1(a». Figure 4.3.1 shows the excellent
agree~ent found between this solution (the first 3 terms only were needed
to give an accuracy'of ! O.l%)since the series converged quickly) and the
numerical solution, on the centre line y = 0 and on the line ?C = 0.5 (mesh
line nearest to ~::.0 ).
4.3.3. Comparison with Analytical Solutions to !\7.H.D.Recta'1gular
Duct Flow
Two analytical solutions of M.H.D. Rectangular Duct Flows given by
,
\
Shereliff (1953) were used to check the numerical solution (displayed in
Figure 4.4.2), at the Hartmann Number of 10 (based on duct half-width, od, ).
The first (exact) solution to equation 4.2.1 i8:-
00
0"~ B/• I~~ J.; ~C-'): {I + (b~tM,x)~L\I't1.t~,-{t.,(prtlYC)i'-l"4'c(t) CoS[(1~1)~ 1
d.," 7r) ~I'\+') ~;...." (t\'\, - ~!l) ~I ] 2.d&. ~
tl,:o
wherem, and ~L are the roots of the quadratic equation:-
••••4.3.4.
It was found that 6 terms were required to produce!' ~~ accuracy in the
solution, and If'was found using the symmetry condi tions described in
section 4.2. (A computer program would be required to produce ~ 'exact'
solution by taking a lar~e number of terms - this was not considered
necessary since the numerical results are only to be used to provide
graphical contour plots in order to produce semi-quantitative results).
The second (approximate) solution, valid for H>~I , i6:-
.
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which gives a solution at large dist~~ces from the top and bottom walls of
the duct.
Again, the numerical solution was compared with the analytical
solutions on the lines :.t. ~ o-5 and~ ~ 0 • Figure 4.,.2 shows all three
solutions. The only place where any discrepancy occurs in the ~~ 0 profile
"'\ z. ,is at the maximum. value of 0 \f" , which may be expected; however this
ox.1.
discrepancy is only N 1% and is tolerable.·
4.3.4. Comparison with Analytical Solution for flow with moving,
i
Elliptic functions with complex arguments are useful in checking
boundaries
'-:
certain cases of hydrodynamic flows which are excited by moving parts o~
the duct walls. A particular case which can be handled is that of moving
top and bottom duct walls.
Consider a complex elliptic function
fCl:) = ¢~ i1f •...4.'.6.
where t; ::. Ll+ iv
Then ~+i..Qj ::: f/(_-:t_)
J"11 lA. "u..and 9J + ~~ =- .(f'(~) •••.4.'.7.0\1" \j
and also 2.j:;~ & ~=-9_j ••••4.3.8.
~u.. ~li 'tl1A.. 1l\T
Elliptic Function tables (Henderson 1960) give" and y as functions of
.
X 4- 'l.~
It is required to find
U. and \T, for f I(_'1=) :: S~ (~) , CV\. ("l.) s d~ et)
~=f&~~
lA = -M ::: l.:i'
.J ov- ~ ~
: f'C1::)
1> -I- Lt :Jf{l)h
either T or t may be determined.
and
where
and -::Je'X.+-~.'j)clt. from which
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.
Consider the Cn, function;
This has the following,properties:-
'X.-=- 0 :0) *'~\'\-~-~
or
~:.o
, '0 ....
¥:=o
~u-
(b) Real part of £"1)
= r<efSCr\('!.)tl~}
(a) Real and imago
parts of c,rtJ •
:: Kz.
(* Singularity).
(C) Imag. part of f(~),
·J [ SCI\.(~)d'!]
The \function f (Real part of f{l:;) cen be matched to VI in the
,'
numerical solution if the region in (h) above is used to cover a quadrant
'of the rectangular duct and it is arranged that the arbitrary constants
Kt and 1<'2. are 0 and 1 respectively.
The integration of C~ m~ be carried out analytically since
SC~C~)&!. = ~.(.,.Id." l~) - L k 5....(~) I ••••4.:5.10.
. .
~
= z, { Sc,,(~)c4}
- -t' 0..') [ ,*,,&,) - cb"C~) J- •••• 4.:3.11.
where k is the modulus of the function and corresponds to the shape factor
of the rectangular region. (For this case k= S~(~O).
Figure 4.:5.:5.shows the velocity profiles obtained by the numerical
solution with superimposed point values calculated using the'cooplex
elliptic func~ions. It can be seen that again, excellent agreeoent was
obtained between the numerical and analytical solutions, both along the
)c..::-O line and along the ?C :: 0.3 and 0.5 lines.
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4.4. Results for Pressure Driven Flows
4.4.lr Rectan~ller Duct Flow
The classical case of flow through a rectangular duct with no
obstructions in the flow and with stationary, non-conducting walls was
solved first. The O.H.D. case is shown in Figure 4.4.1 end the !;!.H.D.
case at the Hartmann Number of 10 (based on the duct half-width) is shown
in Figure 4.4.'1.
In these two Fieures and in all subsequent 2-D solutions presented
I Iin this Chapter, t..r and {; are shown as contours over the 2-D fully
developed cross-section of the flow. For economy, the contours are only
drawn for one quadrant of the duct cross-section and in all cases, the
\f~contours take the left-hand upper quadrant, and the S~contours the
right-hand upper quadrant.
The solutions to all the pressure driven flows are presented for
Q}'~-I a~d so the mean velocity decreas~s with increasing Hartmann Number.
'\:t:
(See Shercliff (1953». The contours are plotted in anyone case with equal
intervals, although the size of interval varies from case to c~se. Initially
the mesh is used with the grid shape factor, S = 1•.
The Hartmann Number of 10 was chosen as the standard value for most
M.H.D. cases which are displayed in this Chapter, since it represented the
approximate value expected in practice (see section 5.2) and since this
was the hiGhest value which the numerical method could handle ,v1thproven
accurl.cy. Some solutions were obtained forH ...20 and H = 50; at H ...20,
there was an overshoot on the mesh points adjacent to the wall of 'V lW:, but
this error did not propagate into the core of the flow. At H = 50, there
was a serious overshoot which did propagate into the core and which
invalidated the solution. If the overshoot was ignored for H = 20, a
c; c; c;~ - <II II -" II'
0 o 0
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sufficiently accurate solution wae obtained to obtain a contour ,plot and
this was done for some later cases.
Figure 4.4.1 shows a contour pattern which is reminiscent of
the classical Poiseuille flow, with modifications to suit the recta~gular
cross-section of the duct. The M.H.D. version (Figure 4.4.2) shows q_uite
clearly the Hartmann boundary layer (thi.clmessOl t,» on the walls
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field ( SXo) and the thicker layer
(0 ( e(, )) on the parallel walls. The general shape of the velocity profile~~ ,
is flattened in the core. The contours of S are also current steamlines,
(since ~~;~j) and show the diffuse flow of current in the core flow
(along the ~x ~ direction) and the current return within the Har'tmann
Layer. The % layer contains the dispersing transverse current flow.
4.4.2. Rectangular Duct Flow with imMersed non-conducting ~late
The flow in a duct with an immersed non-conducting thin plate, of
half duct height (approx.) and symmetrically placed across the ~.:=o axis is
considered in this section. Figure 4.4.' shows'the O.H.D. version of this
case. The boundary layer on the immersed plate forces the peak velocity
'into the region above the tip of the plate.
When the magnetic field is applied, (see Figure 4.4.4) the region
adjacent to the plate has a flatter profile - the velocity variation being
limited to two Hartmann layers, one on the plate and one on the wall. The
peak of velocity still occurs above the tip of the plate and there is a
tendency for a greater proportion of the flo,,/,to occur in this region.
Thus in the M.H.D. flow, the plate is displaying the tendency to lock the
flow to itself. Since the plate is non-conducting, as we have already seen
in Chapter 3, the limiting locking power of the plate is to reduce the mean
I('
core velocity adjacent to the plate to a half of the ~ain s~am core
velocity - this limit is attained for a semi-infinite plate in an infinite
fluid.
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For Figure 4.4.4. ('"":: 10') O'bl
\l' eo~e. 2.
and for Figure 4.4.5 ( \-\::.~o) 0·502.
"There core I is the core adjacent to the plate and core 2. is the. 'main-
stream' core above the tip of the plate. Therefore the limi tine' value of
this mean velocity is almost achieved at H = 20 with this configuration.
The current streamline patterns (see Figures 4.4.4 and 4.4.5) for
,
this case show again a diffuse current flow through the core which returns
both down the Har-tmann layer on the immersed plate end also down the
Hartmann layer on the wall. This division of return current flo'.'! causes
a transverse current flow adje.cent to the tip of the immersed plate, which
coincides with a 'wake' in the velocity profiles between the two core regions.
In Figures 4.4.6 and 4.4.7, the same case is repeated, but \nth the
solid bottom wall condition (non-conducting and stationary). The result is
'quali tati vely very similor, but the locking effect of the plate is
attenuated by the existence of the boundary layer on the bottom wall, which
effectively reduces the height of the plate. All the current now has to
return above the base line of the mesh, end the distribution of current is
approximately half flovang left and half right.
4.4.3. Ducts and immersed pletes with varyinfj shape fe.dor
A qualitative investigation Vlasmade of the effect of varying the
shape factor of rectangule.r ducts with Lmmez-eed non-conducting plates _
maintaining the same geometrical relationship between the plate and the duct.
The shape factor was varied by a factor 4 and ~- a.'11the results for C.H.D.
flow and !:i.H.D. floVT(H = 10) are shown in Ficures 4.4.8, 4.4.9 and 4.4.10,
4.4.11 respectively. (H is based on the actual duct half-widtn in each case).
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It is interesting to compare Figures 4.4.9 and 4.4.11, (i.e. the
two M.H.D. flows at x4 and :x--} shape factor). The first notable feature
is the marked difference in current flow pattern. In the case of a duct
which is long perpendicular to the applied field (Figure 4.4.9), the
transverse current flow adjacent to the tip of the plate is more marked
and for a duct whrch is long parallel to the applied field (Fi&~re 4.4.11)
this effect is not detectable. In fact, this latter Case behaves very much
like a duct m.th a continuous partition along the whole of the X::.Oaxis (i.e.
two s·eparate:ducts).
Looking now at the velocity profiles, it can be seen that the effect
of the maenetic field in modifying the shape of the contours is much more
pronounced in Figure 4.4.9, then in Figure 4.4.11. In Figure 4.4.9, the
transverse 'wake',separating the two core regions) is more pronounced than
in Figures 4.4.4 and 4.4.5, and does not appear at all in FiGUre 4.4.11,
which just displays a general flattening of the velocity profile compared
with the O.H.D. case (Figure 4.4.10).
Increasing the shape factor (increasing the length of the duct
perpendicular to the applied field) is seen to give a marked increase in
the effect of the immersed plate in M.H.D. interactions on the shape of the
profiles,with this particular configuration.
4.4.4. Variation of No~malised Pressure Gradient/llicanVelocity
with Hartmann Number
For the Hartmann Number varied over the range 0 - 20, the ratio of
Normulised Pressure Gradient/I.IeanVelocity was evaluated for both a
rectangular duct with no obstructions and for a rectangular duct mth an
immersed plate.
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For corr:parisonwith the exact va Luec presented by Shercliff (15'53),
the values corresponding to a square duct uere also evaluated. Fib~re 4.4.1
shows the excellent a(::"reeme!ltobtained between Shercliff' s result arid the
values obtained by numerical analysis.
Fcrr the recta..~&ular duct results, the shape factor of tho duct was
£: O·S3( ,correspOI1ding to a mesh shape factor of 1.0. The result for the
unobstructed r-ectangu lar duct lies below that for the square duct i.e. a
e,Teater mean velocity is obtained for a given value of~' ,since for constant
"6'l;
'>.1...' ,~ and constant d, , the chang-e in shape factor from 1 to 0.531 implies
~~
a tTeater duct cross-section a"1d hence a greater velocity. The effect of
introducing the immersed plate is to reduce the meQn velocity for the sarr;e
£2' , even beyond the value for a square duct; this reduction is caused by
"'6:e..
the extra drag introduced by the i~mersed plate.
4.5. TIesulto for CI"SOS with i"ovinG TIoundaries and no Pressure Grn.dients
4.5.1 Rnlf-Side 70.11s r'oving
The first case to be studied is of little practical importa"1ce, but
it illustrates the phenomenon of the transverse wruce. Consider a rccta.."1cular
duct with all non-conducting- walls, with a discontinuity in the walls
perpendicular to the applied field direction (side walls) (see FiGUres 4.5.1.
aDd 4.5.2). The centre portion of the side walls is thon moved vaih ~~ J ,
by external excitation.
The resulting O.H.D. flow is shown in Figure 4.5.1 and displays a
gradual decrease in velocity when rotating around the discontinuity. However ,
in the M.H.D. case with H = 10 (see Fieure 4.5.2), the varia.tion in velocity
is limited to a transverse wake "rhich is symmetricD.l about the y = const line
at the discontinuity in WD.Il velocity, and is of total thickness OC~~).
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It separates two core regions - the upper 'region being approximately stagnant
and the lower region moving at approximately the same velocity as the excited
portions of the walls. This should be contrasted with the pressure driven
flows which have semi-infinite inserted plates. Here, the locking effect
produced a velocity, in the core adjacent to the plate,equal to half the
exciting velocity. ~ The effect of locking the lower core region to the
wall velocity in this case is produced by superimposed effects of two
moving portions of the walls, one on each side. '.
The current distribution, as well as the velocity distribution~show
-..;
lthe transverse wake effect - especially in Figure 4.5.3 (H = 20 for this base).
Considering one quadrant, it can be seen that the current flow is in opposing
directions along Hartmann layers on the stationary and moving portions of
the side walls. At the discontinuity, the two current streams merge and flow
inwards towards the core ot the flow within the transverse wake, and contin-
uously feed the core flow with a diffuse current distribution in the ~~!
direction on either side of the wake. Thus a total of three current
distribution loops are formed in each half of the duct_- one adjacent to
the moving part of the side wall and one each to the stationary portions,
although a large proportion of the current in the loop adjacent to the
moving portion does return before crossing the ~c 0 axis, so forming two
_
sub-loops.
4.5.2 Non-conducting Moving Immersed Plate
The second dynamical~y excited case could more easily be achieved
in practice, although its main interest is in its comparison with the non-
conducting semi-infinite plate case investigated by Hasimoto (1960), and
an investigation of the effect of imposing finite limits to the plate and
·to .thevolume of fluid. (cf. figure 2.2.1).
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FilPlres 4.5.4. and 4.5.5 show the O.H.D. and LE.D. versions of this
flow. The shape of velocity cont ours in the O.H.D. case (Ficure 4.5.4) ehow
great similarity to those of pressure driven duct flow with the inrerted plate
absent (Fig'.lre 4.4.1), but when the magnetd c field is app.Hed (Fieure 4.5.5),
there is a striking change in the contour pattern even at II = 10. The flow
in each quadrnn t i'9 now divided into 2 Hartmann layers, on the plate and
on the side walls, with a transverse ~ake emanating from the tip of the
plate which diverGes 8.S it leaves the plate. 'Ihis wake divides the core
flow into two regions, the one above the wake being stagnant, and the one
be l ow the wake moving with a mean velocity equal to half the plate velocity.
The current flow is limited to the region adjacent to the plate (i.e. it
does not fill the whole duct), and is further 1ir:lited to the two Hartmann
layers and the transverse wake , Very 1i tUe current flo'.vs in the core of
the flo~ adjacent to the plate, a'1d the current forms a closed loop up one
Har-tmann lnyer, across the dive:::'Ginewake and back down the other Eartmc.nn
layer.
If this result is compared with Hasimoto' s exact solution, crent
similarity can be seen. The effect of placing a limit on the length of
the immersed plate and of imposing the upper walI of the duct makes very
little difference to the solution. The side walls (perpendicular to the
magnetLc field) do have a marked effect ,Since they introduce the Eartmann
layers \'h.ich terrdnat e the developing wakes and provide current return paths.
4.5.3 Top nnd Bottom '.7al1s r:'oving
The tl:ird dynamically excited case was prir.larily investiGated since
the O.H.D. version of the flow could be compareJ with an analytical solution
(see section 4.3.4), but it does also provide 0.11 interestine !,'.'R.:;). situation
(see Fieures 4.5.6 and 4.5.7). The O.H.D. velocity distribution displ.!lYs a
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gradual decrease about the apex at the discontinuity in wall velocity,
(ef.Figure 4.5.1), but when the magnetic field is applied, the fluid
velocity is limited to a boundary layer on the moving wall of thickness
o (*,) . The current is also limited to this layer ll;Ildflows diffusely
in the core of the layer returning thr-oughan abbreviated Hertmar.n Layer
on the side walls; the transverse current flow along the moving wall
feeding the core flow. In the limit as H....oo, the plate would become
completely ineffective in exciting any flow in the duct, as the bOQ~dary ,
layer thickness tends to zero.
\
4.5.4 •. Variation of lleanVelocity with Hartmenn Number for
-,'
Dynnmically Excited Cases
Figure 4.5.8 shows the variation of melUlvelocity with Hartm~
Number for the three cases investigated in this Chapter.
(a) Half Side Wal1~ I.lovin~
The moan velocity rises initially with increasing Ilar tmann r;umber"
but quickly asymptotes to the theoretical I-J-.,o limit, which corresponds
to the situation when all the fluid adjacent to the moving portion of the
walls is moving with the moving wall velocity. The reason for the swift
approach to this limit is the symmotry of the transverse boundary layer
about the y = const.line, (at the level of the discontinuity in wall
v o l.ocd ty ) •
(b) Immersed Plate !;loving
In this case, the mean velocity decreases with increasing Hartmann
Number to the limiting value at 11 .... a. , which corresponds to all the fluid
adjacent to the plate moving with half the plate velocity. This trend,
which is contrary to that experienced in case (a) may be explained by
considering that the plate in case (b) initially influences a lareo portion
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of the central part of the duct cross section and has its effect reduced
to the adjacent portions by the application of the magneti~ field, ~~ereas
in case (a) the O.H.D. flow only Shows a small influence on the central
portion of the cross section, and this is increased with increasing T.l.H .D.
interaction, e.g. consider the area enclosed between the 0.5 contour and
the 1.0 contour for each case and the change that occurs in moving from
O.H.D. to 1.!.H.D. flow. Case (a) shows an increase in area, and case (b)
a decrease. The slower approach to the /-l-.OO limit in this case cf. case (a)
is caused by!the asymmetry of the profiles about the same y = const. lines.
(c) Top and Bottom Wal1s r.Tovine
As already stated, the effect of increasine the lr:.H.D. interaction
is to reduce the influence of the moving plate on the flow and this is
reflected in the decrease of mean velocity with increasine Hartmnnn Number;
in the limit as H_.0 , the mean velocity will tend to zero (see }'igu.re
4.5.8). The rate of approach to the asymptote after II= 10 is doubtful,
since the inaccuracy of the finite difference mesh is particularly
pronounced in this situation. The flow is limited to the moving wall
boundary layer and so the mean velocity only has contributions from this
region, where the accuracy of the finite-difference method is worst.
Because of the lower accuracy at H = 20, it is likely that this value of
\1 given in Fieure 4.5.8 is slightly inaccurate and the extrapolation is
dubious. The general trend is, however, as expected.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF COMBUSTION PLASMA. M.H.D. FLOWS
5.1 Description of the Problem and the Necessity for an Experimental
Approach
The main investigation in this thesis is concerned with macneto-
viscous interactions in combustion plasma flows under the influence of
transverse magnetic fields. The high Hartmann Numbers which will be
produced in M.H.D. generators of any appreciable size suggest that such
interactions will be of considerable importance in theIr design, (e.g.
a 25 llflV (ele<;:tr1cnloutput) generator will have a Hartmann Number N 103),
\
The~.theoretical approach which was pursued in the preceding chapters
gives only a'limited understanding of the phenomena experienced in generators
which employ combustion plasma for the working fluid, since the variation
in properties with temperature and the non-scalar conductivity were not
included. A. complete theoretical treatment would be extremely difficult
and in any case the quality of the results may well be masked by the
enormous analytical effort required to solve the complete problem.
Earlier experimental work has limited relevance to this particular
situation. The large bulk of isothermal experiments in mercury flows have
given a clear understanding of many of the basic maGneto-viscous inter-.
actions (e.g. Alty (1966), Hunt and Malcolm (1968). Alpher et al (1960)),
in which transverse wakes appear under the action of transverse fields.
Although they cannot give any indication of the magnitude of the effects
when they are transposed into the combustion plasma medium, these
experiments have demonstrated the validity of the theoretical work and in
some cases extended it beyond the bounds of the present analytical solutions.
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In the field of combustion plasma ?r.B.D. flows, most of the
experiments carried out so far have been involved with oulk effects in
generators ,e.g. the induced voltage. The experiments of the StQllford
Institute for Plaema Research (Olin (1966).Sonju(1968»were an attempt to
open the field of detailed fluid-mechanic investigations of 1.!.H.D.flows
in hot gases. Olin actually used internal probes to investigate the
turbulence damping effect of a transverse magnetic field. vmerens Sonju
mada accurate skin friction measurements to investigate the effect of
variable wall temperature on !!..H.D.interactions in duct flow.
\
The experiments described in this thesis extend the present<:
knowledge of combustion plasma M.H.D. flows in the specific cnse of
pressure driven flows past thin plates which are inserted into rectlmgular
ducts. The particular advantages of usine this configuration for
experimentation were two-fold:-
(a) it permitted high surface temperatures to be achieved on the surface
of the plate (which minimisedthe effects of a cold boundary layer on
the M.H.D. interaction).
(~) it enabled transverse boundary layers to be produced under i.:.H.D.
conditions which enabled investigations of M.H.D. interactions to
be carried out by velocity profile meaeurenen ta in the core of the
flow - so eliminating the difficulties of wall boundary layer probing.
Al though high Hartmann Number-s can only be achieved in combustion
plasma flows by utilising large ducts and extremely high gas temperutur-ea
'to produce high electrical conductivity, these experiments at ~oderate
Hartmann Number aimed to demonstrate the quality of effects which would be
produced with greater mc.gnitude in M.H.D. Generators.
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The situations in which magneto-viscous interactions may occur
in M.H.D. generators are likely to be three-dimensional and not closely
comparable to the 2-D cases investigated here. However, several classes
of possible interactions can be sugcested:-
(a) In Faraday generators, there could be interactions between the main
(generated) cm-rent flow,as it enters the collection electrodes, and
the component of the applied field which is normal to these electrodes
(produced by 'barrelling' of field lines). For modular electrodes, a
confitrUI:ationresembling that of Hunt and J.lalcolm(1968) would be
, \
ach ieved , with a resulting cross-flow.
(b) If a cross-connected cenerating duct is to be employed, with looped
electrodes, (inclined to the axis of the duct) the flow adjacent to
the 'insulator' wall (perpendicular to the applied field) will have a
component of velocity parallel to a discontinuity in wall conductivity
between the electrode loops and intermediate insulators. nlUS, transverse
wakes, analogous to those produced by a discontinuity in the velocity
boundary condition on such a wall, will be produced; providing that the
walls are hot.
(c) In Hall generators, in theregion in which the longitudinal (induced).
current flow enters the collection electrodes, (which envelop the whole
cross-section of the duct) there will be a re~on of current flow into
the wall experiencing a normal applied magnetic field,and a situation
somewhat analogous to ~a) will ensue.
A further complication is that the O.H.D. flow in large generators
would be highly turbulent and the magnetic interactions mny or may not remove
the turbulence from the flow.
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5.2. Experimental Conditions Required and Possible
The conditions of flow required in the experiment were:-
(a) H » 1
(b) N N 1
I
(c) NH < 1
(d) R < 103,.
(e) 11 « 1
These conditions ensured that M.H.D. effects developed in an acceptably short
I
distance (a few widths of the duct), that the Hall Effect did not predominate
, ~
(see section 8.2 for further discussion) and that turbulence phenomena did
not mask the'laminar M.H.D. interactions caused by the boundary layer on'
the inserted plate. They alsp ensured that compressibility effects were
negligible and that magneto-viscous interactions were significant.
In M.H.D. generators, hieh gas velocities are desirable since the
..... ~power density is ~ r u \T. For these experiments, which did not involve
net power extraction, much lower velocities were used, which also involved
lower flowrates and pressures (and greater. ease of experimentation).
Lower velocities also assisted in satisfying conditions (b), (d) and (e)
above. The critical parameter was H, and the principal variable in the
parameter was the electrical conductivity of the gas. This is critically
dependent on gas temperature and so a low heat loss gas duct had to be used,
together with a combustion chamber with the maximum outlet temperature
compatible with containment materials.
The scale of the experiment, which directly affected conditions (a),
(b) and Cd) was determined solely by economic restraints, and the magnetic
field strength (B) was limited to N 1 weber/m2 , since highly sophisticated
magnets could not be employed. (e.g. superconducting magnets or very high
power air-core electromagnets).
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It was decided to adopt an open-cycle configuration for the
experimen tal M.H.D. duct, which was very similar to the layout of an open
cycle M.H.D •.generator, and to use the combustion products of propane and
oxygen at atmospheric pressure, as a working fluid. The choice of a
gaseous fuel was based on its convenience in control and handling (Propane
was preferred to acetylene because of the much lower weight of cylinders/lb
of gas and its somewhat safer operational characteristics - even though the
flame temperature is 10% lower).
In order to obtain design data on the properties of this wo~king
, \
fluid, a computer program, {Grayston (l966)written to provide information
.
for the C.E.G.B. M.H.D. Generator,was used to provide data for the conditions
employed in these experiments.
The data corresponds to a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen and
propane at one atmosphere pressure; the effect of varying the amount of
'aeed' material in the flow was investigated. The purpose of introducing
seed was to enh~ce the electrical conductivity of the gaa with an easily
ionised element. An element with low ionisation potenti~ was required,
and in common with most open cycle M.H.D. generation experiments potassium
was selected and injected in the form of solid K2S04 (Cesium w~uld have been
better, but it is extremely expensive. Ionisation Potentials:- Cs = 3.87 volt,
K = 4.32 volt). The seed concentration was varied between 0.5 and 1.0 mol ~~K
in the gas,since previous calculations for M.H.D. generators sUGGested that
this seeding level produced the optimum enhancement of conductivity.
Figure 5.2.1 shows the variation of gas conductivity with temperature
for varying seed flows and Figure 5.2.2. shows how the optimum seed f10wrate
can be determined. In this Figure, the adiabatic flame temperature and gas
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conductivity are displayed for different heat loss levels (expressed as
a percentage of the calorific value of the fuel). As expected, the flame
temperature is seen to drop as the seed flowrate increases, because energy
is required to vaporise, dissociate and ionise the seed and to bring it
into thermel equilibrium with the gas. There are thus two opposing factors;
increasing the seed"flow gives extra conduction electrons to the gas and it
reduces the conductivity of the gas itself by reducing its temperature •
.It was estimated from Figure 5.2.2 that there was anoptirnum seed levelJat a,
heat loss of 'O%Jof 0.73 mol % K.
\
The l!all parameter was also calculated for the same ranges of seed
.flow and temperature and the variation is shown in Figure 5~2.3. The parameter
lies in the range 0.3 - 0.7 for all the considered variation of properties,
and so Hall effects were not likely to be significant in the experiments.
I{The transverse conductivity of the gas is reduced by a factor
The viscosity of the combustion products was calculated using data
by Green (1957) and is presented in Figure 5.2.4. "
From the computer results for conductivity and-t~e data for viscosity,
it was possible to calculate the Hartmann Number and Interaction Parameter
which could be achieved in practice. A possible configuration was selected
as a 6" x 2" rectangular channel, which experienced a transverse field of
. 21 weber/m, (the duct was 2" wide in the direction of the magnetic field),
and calculations were made for an assumed thermal input of 110 KW (gas
velocity ~30 ft/s) with a stoichiometric'm1xture of propane and oxygen,
(these flowrates could conveniently be produced from bottled gas). The
results are presented in Figures 5.2.5 and 5.2.6,which show that if a gas
temperature of 22000C could be achieved, then a Hartmann Number of N 7 and
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an ,interaction parameter of'll0.05could ensue, (based on the duct width of 1").
This implies that there would be a significant interaction within a distance
equal to 20 times the width of the duct i.e. 20 in.
The Mach Number in the test duct was estimated to be IV 0.01 for a
,thermal input of 110 KW; this eliminated the necessity to consider any
possibility of sienificant compressibility effects.
The Reynolds Number (based on the duct half width) was also estimated
for the test duct and was found to be ~ J03, at 22000C and 110 KW,thermal Input.
This suggested that although the flow was not indisputably laminar, turbulence
I (
phenomena would not be predominant •
......
~ o·Since an adiabatic flame temperature of 2700 C is produced at the .
optimum seed flowrate (0.73 mol % K). 22000C was a reasonable assumption for
an achievable temperature in the M.H.D. duct. Later calculations and measure-
ments substantiated this assumption and showed that it was probably exceeded
in practice.
These calculations showed that if a 12'"long magnetic field was
employed, then the magneto _viscous interaction ·'wouldbe substantially
developed within the length of the M.H.D. duct.
The selection of materials for containment of the high temperature
gas stream also provided severelimitations on the scope of the experiment,
The best refractory materials to withstand a high temperature gas stream
which contain an alkali metal are the high purity oxide refractories.
Dickson, Sanders and Tseung (1964) showed that a magnesite brick which has
low iron oxide content and a high calcia to ,silica ratio proved to be most
resistant to alkali attack over 16000C" The ~elting point of pure magnesia
is 28000C and high puri ty magnesi te is eomewha t lower, Although the melting
point of zirconia is comparable (27l50C) and its resistance to alkali att
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is also good, it was not favoured for use in combustion chamber and duct
linings because of its unfortunate behaviour during thermal cycling. (It
suffers a structural change in the crystal lattice at about 10000C).
Stabilised zirconias (e.g. with magnesia or calcia) can be used however,
and these have reasonable life under cycling conditions,although they do
not compare well with magnesia in this mode of operation.
Zirconia is however one of the few refractory materials which can be
used as a high temperature electrical conductor1under these conditions of
I
alkali metal vapour attack. The electrical conductivity of magnesia and
, \
zirconia (dat~.from Ryshkewitch (1960» is shown in Figure 5.2.7, from
which it can be seen that zirconia has a conductivity which is three orders
of magnitude greater than magnesia over a large temperature range. Assuming
.that the gaa conductivity ia ~ 10 mho/m, then asouming a refractory temperature
of 18000C, erZrO& rv , 0 ~ O-fIo4"O I'.J 0 .D2-
O-,9AS a-~A.s
lining of magnesia would effectively be an electrically insulatingThus a duct
duct and zirconia could be considered to be a good conductor with respect to
the gas conductivity (although ita performance woukd not match tt· (1 equivalen t
performance of copper in mercury flows, when ~ 'V 50 ).
er..."For the combustion chamber, where an adiabatic wall condition would be
desirable, the maximum wall Burface temperature had to be adopted. If magnesia
had been used 8S 8 hot face material, then temperatures well in excess of
20000C could have been allowed. But since the thern:al conductivity of mll.:)lesite
brick is relatively high (1\1 20 CHU/ft2hroC/in) compared with a good insulation
refractory such as silica fibre (AJ I CHU/ft~roe/in), and 1ts use would
necessitate an excessive~ thick wall to reduce the external temperature to
<1000e, 8 composite wall lining had to be adopted, using intermediate insulating
refractory materials up to their limiting operating temperature.
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In the M.H.D. duct, where the thickness of insulation was limited
by the size of the magnet gap, a completely:insulated duct would not heve
been feasible, (this would in any case have was~ed a very large proportion
of the working volume within the magnet gap). Consequently, a water-cooled
duct was adopted, even though this increased the heat losses from the duct.
IA compromise which bmployed some refractory insulation within a water-cooled
duct was the most satisfactory solution.
A 6" x 2" duct was used as suggested earlier and It" of insulation '
together,with(t" for a water-cooling passage was allowed on each side of
the duct: th~~ a 6" gap magnet was required} with a pole face 6" high and
. 212" long and flux density 1 weber/m across the gap.
The important design feature which needed verification was the
ability to produce a mean gas terrperature of 22000C or more in the
experimental M.H.D. duct. Discussion of this must wait until a more
detailed design of the combustion chamber and duct has been presented.
Estimates of heat losses are included in the description of the desien of
the apparatus in the next chapter.
A wall temperature as near as possible to the gas temperature,was
required in order to provide a hot (electrically conducting) boundary layer. .
on the walls of the M.H.D. test section. The low temperature of the duct
walls produced by water-cooling and limited insulation in the test-section
would not have been satisfactory in this respect, and the only method of
achieving a higher surface temperature was to immerse a refractory plate
into the gas stream where it was able to take up a temperature which was
intermediate between the gas temperature and the duct wall temperature.
- 54 -
.
This implied that any M.H.D. interaction which would be produced by the
boundary layers of the duct walls would be small, and the only hope of
producing a significant interaction would be to use inserted plates.
The estimates of the temperature of the duct wall of the M.H.D. test section
are presented in section 6.1.
5.3. Experimental Measurements Required and Possiblec
5.3.1 Measurement of Gas Velocity
In order to investigate the interactions of a transverse magnetic
field on the flow of high temperature gases, a device capable of measuring
. !velocity profiles within the test duct was required. The instrument had to
'-:
be capable of producing 2-D velocity profiles while withstanding extreme .
conditions of temperature and deposition from the gas atream. The two
instruments considered were (a) water-cooled.pitot-static probes and
(b) water-cooled hot-film anemometers. Because of the unproven reliabilit,y
and extreme cost of (b), the pitot static probe was selected for these
experiments (see section 6.2 for full description of probe).
Pitot probes have been uae.dbefore in M.H.D.•flows, (East (1964),Hunt
(1967), Hunt and Malcolm (1968), Olin (1966», both in hot gas flows and in
mercury flows, and discussion haa taken place regarding the corrections which
should be applied to the readings of total pressure in M.H.D. fiows.
The general result is that a correction factor of (1 + K. N) must
I
be applied to the velocity head measured in constant property flows.
Experimentally, the value of K was found by East (1964) and Hunt (1967) to
be IV 0.4.
In these experiments the interaction parameter hased on the duct
t width cl, was ~ 0.1 and so the interaction parameter based on a probe
diameter dt give~ by d./d, ~ 0.1, (i.e. the maximum tolerable size of
probe) would be 0.01 and therefore the correction to the velocity head was ~l%.
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In practice, the use of a water-cooled probe in a hot gas flow
produced non-uniform conductivity effects ~ound the probe and the simple
theory was not strictly applicable. However, because of the tendency of '
a cold boundary layer to exclude the possibility of induced current flow,
it was most likely that the effect of water cooling the probe would be to
lessen the M.H.D. cdrrection factor even more.
Two further correction terms had to be considered, viz. the viscous
term and the density variation term. The former is important when the
I
Reynoldsliumber (based on the probe diameter) is small. Schowalter and
I i
Blaker (l96lt, showed that for flow over a cylinder this term is small «5~",)
for Re.>20.', For a probe of 1/8",diameter, (cf. 2" wide duct) ~~~1\o7o",
and the viscous correction would be very small.
If absolute measurements of velocity wereto be made, howevor, this
correction term would have been needed for the actual probe design being used.
This calibration would normally be carried out at the same Reynolds Number in
cold air in a uniform-velocity calibrated nozzle. However, in order to achieve
the Reynolds Number, ,wllichwas experienced in 'fhe'hot gas duct, in the cold
air flow, an extremely low velocity would have to be used and this would
result in a velocity head vmich would be too small to be measured by
available instruments. (The low velocity is caused by the increased density
and lower viscosity of cold air cf. hot gas).
The velocity head encountered in the hot gas flow was~ 0.03 in.w.g.,
which was measurable using commercially available equipment, but a cold air
flow at the same Reynolds Number would produce only~ 0.0004 in.w.g.
The only way to have overcome this impasse would have been to use a
more viscous fluid; in fact the parameter which determines the size of
velocity head produced by a fluid at a tixed Reynolds Number is ~~
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(v 'lfrt. fie at constant Re and constant geometry and velocity head cC t V' 1. ).
. 0 0This parameter was calculated for water at 16 C and 4 C and air at l6oC.
Compared with air, water produced velocity heads 5 x and 9x greater at l60C
and 40C. Thus one way of overcoming the calibration difficulty would have
been to use co1~ water, which would have brought the velocity head to within
the range of the most sensitive micro-manometers; even so, the boundary
layer adjacent to the probe would not be allowed for.
However, the density correction term posed altogether a more serious
problem. ) It ('ose because the eu-~ term in the incompressible equation of
motion cannot be integrated along the stagnation streamline simply to give the
......
traditional tt~1expression for velocity head. If a fluid with varying
density is being considered (in the thermal boundary layer on the probe
surface, the gaa temperature varied from the free stream temperature of
'V 24000C toa surface temperature of -v 200oC), a correction term of the form
-Jj!t~~~ must be applied to the measured differential pressure, (total-
a. b'l
static) to determine the true value of the so-called velocity head ~e\T ~ •
Because of the extreme difficulty in measuring~ or'even predicting theoretically,
the value of V& ~ along the stagnation streamline i~ order to estimate this
\.i
term, and because for small M.H.D. interactions the value of the term would not
differ appreciably from its value in ordinary hydrodynamic flow, it was decided
to make only comparative measurements between O.H.D. and M.H.D. flows and not
to atte~pt absolute measurements of velocity.
Variation in density distributions between equivalent O.H.D. and M.ll.D.
flows could be caused by changes in local temperature which may, in turn, be
caused by
(a) Joule heating effects.
(b) Changes in velocity profiles and turbulence levels, which
may affect the convective transfer of heat.
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The joule heating effect is discussed further in section 8.1, but it
was assumed that for the low M.H.D. interactions expected in these experiments,
changes in density distribution produced by joule heating and differences in '
convection mechanisms would not be appreciable, since the temperature
distribution was dominated by radiation to the duct walls.
The decision to make only comparative measurements between O.H.D. and
M.H.D. flows (the only experimental parameter which was varied between O.R.D.
and M.H.D. flows was the magnetic field - which in tum affected the overall
pressure gradient along the duct and the velocity distribution - the total mass
\
flowrate remained constant) eliminated the need for the calibration of the
"
probe to determine the viscous effect.
It was decided to use a pitot-static probe, rather than a simple pitot
probe with wall static tappings, to eliminate,'the possibility of transverse
pressure gradients disturbing the measurements of differential pressure.
Transverse pressure gradients would occur in regions of developing flow and
in the presence of Hall currents, but the effect of the induced (B~)field in
producing transverse pressure gradients would be negligible.
In isothermal measurements using pitot-static.probes, the differential
pressure between total and static tappings is equated to the velocity head,
.It, c -1 t,,, 1., and a knowledge of the fluid density enables the local velocity
to be deduced. Because of the difficulty of estimating the local fluid
density in this case (no temperature profil~s could be measured - see section
:3.3.2), it was decided to present the profile measurements as profiles of J I,. •
which in the case of isothermal flows would be simply the velocity multiplied by
a constant factor. In hot gas flows, with cooled walls, some variation in
density is to be expected near the walls, and so the~profiles are not similar
to the true velocity profiles in these regions. But for reasons described
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earlier, changes in'density distribution between M.H.D. and O.H.D. flows
.were noterpected to be dominant compared with the changes in velocity caused
by the magneto-viscous interaction.
5.3.2. Measurement of Gas Temperature
The.range of gas temperatures which had to be measured in the
experiment (2000 - 2600oC) were in the accepted working range of the
,
Sodium D-line Reversal Technique (see Appendix C for full description) with
a tungsten strip lamp used as a light source. Measurements of gas temperature
were useful for optimising flow conditions to give the maximum gas temperature
(and hence maiimum electrical conductivity) in the test duct. The temperature
~ .measurement was much simpler than the direct measurement of electrical
conductivity and was more suitable for routine measurement during experiments.
The method only produced bulk gas temperatures, however, and no
experimentru measurements of temperature profiles were obtained.
5.3.3 Measurement of Gas Conductivity
A simple method of measuring gas conductivity is to set up a small
conduction cell by immersing two electrodes into the gas flow. If the
current-voltage characteristics of the cell are then measured, it is
possible to estimate the bulk electrical conductivity of the gases.
(Brogan (1962), for example). The effect of the boundary lrzyer'on the
electrodes is to produce a non-linear I-V curve, but if the slope of the
curve is taken in the middle region, 1.e. between the low voltage region
where the boundary layer is predominant and the high voltage region where
current saturation is experienced, then a representative value of bulk
conductivity is obtained. This method 1s useful for approximate
measurements of electrical conductivity, and has been applied to
measurements 1n a variety of M.H.D. duct arrangements, e.g. English and
_Rantell (1968) used the method with a coal-oxygen M.H.D. Combustor.
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Olson and Lary (1962) used an R.F. probe technique for measurements
of electrical conductivity of high temperature gases, and the method was
further developed by Taylor (1967) for measurements in an M.H.!). experiroont.
The method is based on measurements of the dissipation of R.F.
energy in the medium surrounding a coil which is fed with an R.F. signal
from an oscillator/monitor unit. The level of dissipation is dependent on
the electrical conductivity of the medium and the resistance of the coil
(which may vary if the temperature of the medium varies).
, Taylor found that thermal drift was so pronounced when using a, I
sheathed coi':,that changes in dissipation caueed by the presence of a .
conducting medium could only be measured if the transient response of the
R.F. circuit was measured when the gas flow was shut off.
Both Olson and Lary, and Taylor used gas cooled, refractory sheathed
coils in ducts with cool walls. Such probes would not withstand the high
heat flux conditions which would be produced by a refractory lined duct
and so a water.cooled copper tube had to be used to make the ooil for these
experiments. This necessitated the use of demineralised water, to remove
the possibility of a leakage path across the coil. Because the water cooled
coil produced a region of cool non-conducting gas in its own immediate
•
vicinity, there was no possibility of providing an external short circuit
to the coil and no sheath was required.
The probe did not give a direct measurement of electrical conductivity
and had to be calibrated with fluids of known conductivity (with a sheath over
the coil to simulate the cold (non-conducting) boundary layer). Electrolytes
(e.g. KCl) have been commonly used for this purpose in the past and the
details of the calibration which was carried out with this coil are described
in Appendix E. A poesible objection to the use of electrolytes is their
60 -
vastly different dielectric constant compared with the dielectric constant
of gases, which may affect the dissipation level. However, provided that
(f'" !»~~I where "-l is the frequency of the imposed R.F. signal, and e
is the permittivity of the medium, then dielectric effects can be neglected.
(This condition can be derived by conside~ing the equation governing the
induced magnetic field in the case of a steady sinusoidal response).
In fact this condition is satisfied both in the case of electrolytes and
gas flows for an R.F. signal of tV 10 me/s in the range 1-- 10 rDho/m,al though
in the e~se Of electrolytes ( ~~~ 2() at 1 mho/m), some slight dielectric
effect is pr~.sent and if the conductivity is any lower, the effect will no
. ,longer be negligible.
_... -~...
•
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6. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF APPARATUS
6.1 Test Rig
6.1.1. Overall Thermal Design and Specification of Refractories
The rig needed to provide containment for the working fluid with the
lowest possible heat losses compatible with safety and protection of ancillary
equipment. The com~ustion chamber also acted as a seed evaporation chamber
and delivered fully combusted gases laden with dissociated seed to the
experimental M.H.D. duct and its dimensions were governed by seed evaporation
.rather t~an c~mbustion.
(a) . Combustion Chamber Heat L06ses
It was required to reduce the combustion chamber heat losses as m~ch
as possible and so it was advantageous to have an extremely high thermal
resistance across the wall. Since the rig was not to be rUn continuously,
but only for relatively short test runs, a thermal design based on steady
state conduction through the wall was not ideal. This would have necessitated
a very large thickness of the hot-face magnesite refractory (high thermal
conductivity) to reduce the interface temperature between the hot-face brick
,
and the insulating brick to an acceptable level for ths application of low
conductivity aluminosilicate refractories. The maximum temperature which
could be tolerated was ~l6000C, and for an adiabatic flame temperature of
29000C, the hot-face temp~rature would have been well in excess of 20000C.
Only the transient period wos considered, when heat was diffusing
into the wall, and so a smaller thickness of magnesite brick could be
selected, which would experience a temperature of l6000C at its backface
after the time taken to pre-heat the chamber and to complete a test-run.
A supplementary advantage of using a reduced thickness of hot-face brick
was that the surface temperatuI'e roee more rapidly during thepre-heating
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period, since the greater proximity of the in~ulating refractory restricted
I
the diffusion of heat away from the surf'ace,. The critical thickness required
was estimated to be 3", by assuming that if ,2 hours were allowed for the
diffusion of heat into the walls and the inner wall was maintained at
o1600 e, then the characteristic distance tp which this temperature level
would have diffused 'would be ~ (where, oL is the thermal diffusivity
, , 2
of magnesite ( "" 0.03 ft /hr) and T is the characteristic time). Since the
oinner temperature would in fact rise from zero to over 2096C, durin~ a
test run,: thiB( estimate of penetration thickness was high, and taking the
warm~up period into account, a total test time of~ 3 hours Beemed feasible.
,"',
Because of the uncertainty involved in this calculation, and the
complexity involved in undertaking a complete transient temperature study
of the system, it was decided to build a trial combustion chamber. This
exercise also provided useful experience in the construction and operation
of high temperature combustion chambers and was used as a preliminary facility
for electrical conductivity measurements. (See section 7.1).
The internal dim6nsions of the combustion chamber were determined by
considering the residence time required to evaporate and dissociate the seed
material. Assuming plug flow through the chamber with 110 KW thermal input,.
and aBsuming that a 6" :x 6" cross-section was used, then for a 9" long
combustion chamber, the residence time was calculated to be 60 ms. Experiments
.
by Nettleton & Raask (1965) indicated that this would be sufficient for the
dissociation K2S04 seed of mean size 60~ at a flame temperature of 26000e.
(Their experiments indicated evaporation times ~ 10 ms).
The cross-sectional dimensions of the chamber were chosen to give a
shape which would easily match the required test duct shape and would give an
acceptably low velocity in this high te~perature region, which would reduce the
_ 6, _"
attack on the refractories to acceptable rates •.(In fact, the rate of attack
experienced in practice in this combustion chamber was quite acceptable and
was limited to inter-granular attack and a glaz~ng of the surface of the bricks)
The remIts of the preliminary combustion chamber trials which are relevant
to the present exercise are displayed in Figure 6.1.1, which shows the transient
temperatures at different depths in the refractory lining. (Thermocouples
were placed at til and '" from the inner wall of,the chamber). For these
experiments the ,..magnesite hot face brick was surrounded by a lining of
aluminos~licate insulating brick (also 3" thick) and a 2" layer of compressed.
low temperat~e and low conductivity insulation. (See Figure '6.1.3.). This
composite wall' produced an overall thermal resistance which was sufficient
oto maintain the outside wall temperature less thanlOO C.
It can be Been from Figure 6.1.1 that the critical time, i.e. when the
oaluminosilicate refractory reached its maximum operating temperature of 1600 C,
2-occurred '~hr.20 min. after light-up. This would have allowed about It hours
for measurements to be made on the rig after' allowing for an initial pre-
heating period. In actual fact, the complete rig was designed to run under
slight suction, whereas this trial combustion chamber was slightly pressurised,
since the exhaust ran to atmosphere. Lower,rates of temperature rise than those.
experienced in these trials were experienced in the refractory insulation of
the rig and a longer period for experimentation was achieved.
The estimates of the required thermal resistance were made by
considering the steady state heat flux from the combustion gases to the wall
by forced convection and by radiation, for a variable inner wall temperature,
I
and also by considering the heat flux by conduction through the
wal1)again with variable inner wall temperature (calculated by assuming linear
heat flow). The inner wall temperature, and hence the actual heat flux, was
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found by equating these two expressions (see Figure 6.1.2). The radiative
and convective components of the heat flux were determined as follows:-
(i) Radiative Heat Flux from Gases
The gas emissivity was estimated by calculating the non-luminous
emissivity of the CO2 and H20 in the flame. The increase in emissivity
.caused by the visible line emission of the seed material was neglected.
The method of McAdams (1954) was used and indicated that a total emissivity
of 0.008 would be achieved at 25000C. This rather low value was attributed'
to the l?w be~m length.of the gas (6") and the absence of any particulate
matter in th~..flame. To allow for possible luminous radiation an emissivity
\of 0.01 was assumed for the gas.
.
Data for the emissivity of refractory bricks
is unreliable, and a figure of 0.5 was assumed.
The radiative component of the heat' flu.x was then calculated using
the equation
••••6.1.1.
where the subscripts w and g refer to the conditions at the wall and in the
core of the gas respectively.
(ii) Convective Heat Flux from Gases •
An empirical relationship was developed by Bohm (see Schofield et al
(196',) for combustion gas flow in the refractory lined passages of briCk
regenerators and this was used to give an estimate of the convective
component of the heat flux.
The heat transfer coefficient given by Bohm 1s:-
0" 0''1.
Cl. W6 .Th., : ••••6.1.2.d.. o·nj
where W. = S.T.P. gas veloci.ty and C, is a constant.
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(b) M.H.D. Test Duct
The cross-sectional dimensions of this water-cooled duct were
determined by oonsiderations of the values of the Hartmann Number and
Interaction Number, (see Chapter 5) 'and considerations of the maximum
size of magnet which could be obtained. (see section 6.1.5). A 6" x 2" .
duct was considered"to be the optimum design, which allowed for It" of
insulation at each side of the gas passage. It was found that if any
thiclmess of magnesite less than 1" was used for the duct side walls, it
was liab~e to (collapse after a few runs because of cracks produced by
thermal shoc~.~ Consequently, the sid'ewalls were made of 1" magnesite.
brick, with til of compressible low conductivity silica fibre between the
water-cooled external wall and the back of the brick. (See Figure 6.1.3) •.
On the top and bottom walls, where there was no restriction on the thickness
of insulation, It" thick magnesite was used, together with It'' alumino-
silicate insulating brick, to give a reduced heat loss from the duct
compared with the side walls.
With these designs of combustion chamb~r- Md duct, the heat losses
from the gas flow were estimated in order to estimate the gas temperature
(and hence electrical conductivity) which would be obtained in the test
duct. The surface temperature at the hot faces of the combustion chamber
o 0and duct linings was estimated from Figure 6.1.2 to be 2200 C and 1550 C
I
o(for side walls) respectively - this assumed mean gas temperatures of 2500 0
in the combustion chamber and 220000 in the duct. (Ideally, the calculations
of duct gas temperature should have been done iteratively - but this
approximate method was sufficient for our purposes).
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The heat lost to the refractory walls in the combustion chamber was
estimated to be'" 1.6 KW and in the test duct up to the end of th~ experimental
section (assumed to be 2 ft long) ~ 3.9 KW. In addition, there were radiative
losses through port-holes and a~ong'the exhaust duct (see Figure 6.1.3).
Thus for a thermal input of 110 KW)which was assumed in Chapter 5, the total
heat loss to the refractory walls was estimated to be 5% of the input.
oAssuming that the adiabatic flame temperature is 2780 C as predicted in
, Figure 5.2.2, then an approximate estimate of the gas temperature at a
I
oposition.2 ftJalong the duct (assuming C is constant) gave Tg = 2640 C.
I lP'
This was a ht~ly optimistic estimate) with random radiation losses included,
together with I combustion inefficiency and entrainment of air (since for
Ipractical purposes it is usual to run atmospheric ducts at pressures
slightly less than atmospheric), then a rather lower exit temperature was'
expected.
The thermal performance of the complete rig was investigated during
the commissioning trials and the results of gas temperature measurements made
on the rig are presented in section 7.1.
f
6.1.2. Design and Construction of Combustion Chamber and Duct Work
,
(see Figures 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 and Plates 1 and 2)
•
Since no cooling was required for the combustion chamber, the refractor,y
~ insulation was merely held in a rigid box, which gave access for the burner.
Two port -holes at the exit end of the chamber were providecl as a sight-path
for optical measurements of gas temperature.'
The flange plate at the junction between the combustion chamber and
duct was provided with water-cooling since it was not fully insulated (see
Figure 6.1.3) and similarly the test section and the exhaust section were
provided with water-cooled walls.
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, The cooling system was a double-skin wall with water flowing around
baffles, which also acted as spacers betw~en the two skins.
Non-magnetic stain~ess steel was used for the test duct which was
situated within'the magnetic field and mild steel was used elsewhere.
The water flowed longitudinally along the test section and exhaust
section and was divided into separate flows for each panel of the ductwork.
The test section was designed so that the top and bottom covers could be
removed easily for inspection and access to the test duct)for the installation
of refractories.
\
The roof of the test duct was provided with 7 probe holes (1" diameter)
"', .for the insertion of traversing probes, and two further port-holes were provided
at the end of the test section for the measurement of the gas exit temperature.
The entry length of the test duct was determined by the size of the magnet
coils, but it was large enough to suggest that the flow at entry to the M.H.D.
section (i.e. the section within the magnet poles) was free from any large
scale turbulence produced by mixing and swirl in the combustion chamber.
The acceleration through the contraction at Enitry'to the nozzle was beneficial
in this respect. No measurements of turbulence levela in the duct were,
however , attempted.
6.1.3. Burner System and Seed-Feeder
The burner which was selected for use in the combustion chamber was
a B.O.C. "Sapphire" Burner which was adapted by attaching a water-cooling
CQil around its nozzle, together with an injection pipe for the seed material.
A mixing valve was incorporated upstream of the control valves in the
burner unit and this fed premixed fuel and oxygen to the stabilising nozzle.
The individual flows of oxygenand propane weTe produced by manifolds of gas
bottles and reached the burner via a solenoid valve, flowmeter and non-return
valve (see Figure 6.1.5).
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The seed-feeder "(see Figure 6.1.6), which supplied seed along a
pneumatic line to the combustion chamber, consisted of a 6" diameter fluidised
column of seed (K2SO4) which enabled the granula~ material (tV 60,.) to be
transporte4 and metered as a fluid. From the column,the" seed fell under
gravi ty down a feed pipe (at 450to the vertical) int"oa star-feeder, which
consisted of a rotating star-wheel within a cylindrical chamber. This
transferred the seed to the carrier air line and thence to the combustion
chamber.
It was.found necessary to dry the fluidising air flow to prevent the
; I
column of seed from clogging. Also, following the recommendation of.....
j •
Cranfield (1966), l'~"Aerosi1 tt by weight was added to the K2SO 4 in order to
improve its flow properties. (Aerosil is finely divided - s~b-micron - silica,
and reduces the inter-granular friction).
The calibration of the seed-feeder in terms of mass flow rate of seed
is described fully in Appendix B.
6.1.4. Exhaust System (See Figure 6.1.5)
The flow of gas at exit from the test "section entered an exhaust section
which was water cooled with no additional insulation. This section contained
an air ejector which provided sufficient dilution to reduce the temperature
•
of the final gas flow to"'200oC and also provided'"' 1" w.g. suction. The
ejector was designed using the principles described by Kastner and Spooner
(1950). The diluted exhaust then passed through a damper, which was used to
give fine control of the differential pressure between the test section and
atmosphere, and finally through a diffuser and an exhauster fan to atmosphere.
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6.1.5~ Control Instrumentation tor Combustion Chamber and Ducts
(See Plate 2.)
Figure 6.1.5 is a flow diagram for the whole rig except for the magnet
and probing instrumentation. The instrumentation shown on this diagram was
necessary for the safe operation of the rig and the production of reproducible
running candi tions. •
The flowrates of the oxygen and propane supplies were metered with
conventional rotameters, and rotameters were also used for the monitoring of ,
water flows to the various sections of the water cooled duct work. Chrome1-
I
A1umel thermocouples were used to monitor the water exit temperatures from
.....
these water cooled sections, and platinum/platinum l~c;Rhodium thermocouples
were installed to monitor the temperature in the refractory lining of the
combustion chamber and test duct.
Pressures were monitored in the oxygen and propane delive~ lines and
also in the exhaust duct above and below the ejector. The gas temperature at
exit from the rig was also monitored, but measurements of gas temperature in
the hot zone were only undertaken intermittently using a manually operated
sodium D-1ine technique (aee Appendix C for a full description of this
technique).
6.1.6. Magnet Specification
The electroma~et, which was designed and constructed by Lintott
Engineering Limited, satisfied the specification that it must produce(within 5%)
2magnetic flux density of 1 weber/m over a pole-face which was 12" x 6",with
a pole gap of 6", using an available power supply, (motor-generator set)
producing 500A at OO'V. Appendix D describes t~e calibration of the magnet an"d
a determination of the flux distribution. The Lintott design incorporated
288 turns (i.e. 144,000 AT at 500A) in 4 double pancakes in each of two coils.
AE~IAL View oF Rlcr, SHOWING-
A~CILL.ARV 'aI",PMENT.
PLATE 2,.
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It required a water supply of"" gall/min at 80 p.s.i. (An interesting
feature of the magnet was discoveredl- although the stored energy was~4.l05
Joules (and in any case one would normally expect that it would be inadvisable
to open circuit on an apparently inductive load), it was found possible to
employ a simple D.C~ switch in the power circuit for emergency shut-down
since the effective magnet inductance was found to be negligible. This
was caused by the use of a large aluminium clamping plate to retain the coils
I
against t~e i,n-yoke.
of current flow in the....
The currents induced in this plate during any change
coils were sufficient to dissipate the stored· energy
safely) •.
6.1.7. Magnet Supplies and Control Instrumentation
Figure 6.1.7 shows the arrangement of the supplies and instrumentation
which were installed for the magnet.
An 80 p.a.i. pump, operating in a closed circuit, was used to provide
a water supply of guaranteed pressure. (Mains'preasure varied from 50 p.s.i.
to 100 p.s.i.) The cooling flow for the magnet came from this circuit and
passed through a filter.
The generator of the power supply had variable field excitation which
gave a range of delivery current from 400 - SOGA. (400A was the minimum level
of self-excitation).
The cooling water flowrate was not metered, but a low flow alarm switch
was incorporated into the circuit. Again ,the exit water temperature was not
measured continuously, but a high temperature switch was installed at the exit
from each double pancake. The alarms for low flow and high cooling water
temperature were all monitored in a relay operated alarm circuit which
incorporated an alarm bell and indicator lights. The details of the circuitry
are shown in Figure 6.1.7.
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6.2 Probes and Associated Instrumentation
6.2.1 Water-Cooled Pitot-Static Probe (See Figure 6.2.1 and Plates
, and 4)
Olin (1966) used a miniature water-cooled pitot-static probe to
investigate turbulence damping effects in high temperature M.H.D. gas flows.
,The design which was'adopted for use in these experiments was originally
based on Olin's probe, (which was designed and supplied by Thermo-Systems Inc.)
although a different configuration for the water-pooling tubes was adopted for
convenien~e in ranufacture.
The probe design incorporated awater-cooled main atem in which water
"',
flowed in concentric annuli (cold water being fed down the inner annulus to
the tip of the probe) and a tip aection which was separately cooled. Because
of the difficulties of incorporating pressure tappings, the tip section was
constructed by winding a helical coil of hypodermic tube around the pressure
.tapping tubes and then silver-soldering the whole cluster of tubes together.
Details of the final design of the 1/8" O.D. probe are shown in Figure 6.2.1 _
this design was evolved during a series of development trials.
The initial design was found to be ausceptible to blockage of the
total head pressure tapping with both freezing ~eed and refractory vapour,
(an analysis of the deposit formed on the probe without seed flow indicated
that its metal composition was mainly magnesium) and aD a solid copper tip
was manufactured which had a bore which was much larger than the bore of the
hypodermic tube itself. The copper tip was cooled simply by conduction into
the water jacket. Whereas the initial hypodermic tube blocked in only a few
aeconds, the copper tip enabled measurements to be taken for over 2 minutes
without blockage, even when the probe was experiencing the full Beed flowrate.
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The cooling water supply for the'main stem of the probe was mains
water at mains pressure, and the supply for the tip (500 p.s.i.) was
provided by a pressurised blowdown tank. Initially, mains water was
used to fill up this tank, and on two occasions, after at least an hour's
continuous inser:ion in the gas stream, sudden failure of the water jacket
was experienced. Since the water was carefully filtered, these incidents
were attributed to the deposition of the mineral content of the water in
the passage. De-mineralised water was used thereafter for the tip-section, ,
and no f~therl failures were experienced.
Only one static pressure tapping was provide~and although this did
.....,,
not suffer from blockage by deposits, it was susceptible to blockage by
condensation which was formed on the outside of the cool probe when it was
inserted into the gas steam. Fortunately, it was found that condensation was
not formed when the rig had been fully preheated; radiation from the hot walls
in the test section was able to raise the surface temperature of the probe
above the dew point.
A second probe was made which had anoffaet tip for traversing in a
plane 3/8" off the duct centre line.
6.2.2. Services for Pitot-Static Probe (See Figure 6.2.2. and Plate 4)
As mentioned in section 6.2.1, a source of high pressure water was
required to supply a sufficient flowrate to the tip section of the probe.
'Instead of using a multi-stage high pressure pump, the small flowrates required
for the probe were more conveniently produced by a pressurised blowdown tank
with sufficient capacity to produce the required flowrate for a complete test.
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The flowrate through the tip section of the probe was not metered
continuously, but a'flowrate-pressure calibration was carried out. Since
the exit temperature from the tip section could not be measured, (the exhaust
flow is ejected into the main stem of the probe) an estimate of the required
flow was made by assuming a uniform heat flux density to the probe and
calculating the heat flux to the stem. This indicated that for a water
temperature rise of l50C, a water flow of"" 2 mllsec was required through the
, 0tip and this required an inlet pressure of 500 p.s.i. (a 15 Crise wus very ,
cautious, but allowed for the possibility of partial blockage by deposits etc).
; ( .
Figure 6.2.2 ehows the arrangement of the high' pressure water system, and also
""~the purge-system and pressure measuring equipment.
The probe was equipped with a multi-port rotary valvej so that an
,intermittent nitrogen purge could be applied to both pr~esure tappings, in
order to clear any deposits or condensation from the tappings. The three
positions of tbe valve (a) produced a purge, (b) vented all the lines to
atmosphere and (c) connected tbe probe to a differential manometer. The
purge was applied before all measurements of differential pressure and the
pressure equalising valve was always open until the purge and vent operations
had been completed.
An I.R.p. Micromanometer (capacitance transducer and bridge circuit)
was used to measure tbe differential pressure (and hence velocity bead).
The range of the manometer was 0 - 1" w.g.: with an accuracy of better than 3%.
for readings IV 0.1" w.g. It was found advantageous to feed the micromanometer
tbrough a constant voltage transformer to minimise drift.
The output from tbe micromanometer was recorded on a strip chart
recorder so that a record of signal fluctuations with time was obtained.
It was found that fluctuations were experienced as seed deposits built up on
the outside surface of the probe and changed its geometry.
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Two probe carriages were constructed to support and traverse the
probe across the duct in the vertical plane and the horizontal plane. (See
Plate 3). Vertical positioning could be achieved to within .v 0.030", and hori-
zontal positioning to within N O.005~.
, ,
6.2.3. R.F. Conductivity Probe and Associated Instrumentation
The circuitr,y for the R.F. generator and dissipation level monitor was
a replica of that described and used by T~lor (1967). The coil was similar
to hie in electrical design, but differed in thermal and mechanical aspects ,
I
since it was a water cooled, non-sheathed design. The probe is shown in detail
I (
in Figure 6.2.3; the coil was wound by ,hand from 1/8" O.D. copper tube and was
'-:,supported in a'plug of 'autostik' ceramic cement. It was found that if wa'ter
spillage or leakage was allowed to penetrate this cement then the ehort circuit
to the R.F. signal caused the generator to becOme overloaded, 60 a layer of
'araldite' was placed over the ceramic plug. The probe was fed from the same
demineralised water supply as the p1tot-static probes - which limited the
operation of the probe to a thermal input to the rig of 85 ~V~ at which the
outlet temperature of the probe was 700C. (500 p.s.i. inlet pressure). The
calibration of the probe is described in Appendix E.
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7• EXPERlMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Measurements of Electrical Conductivity and Gas Temperature
7.1.1 Initial Measurements of Electrical Conductivity and Gas
Temperature. (See Figures 7.1.1 and 7.1.2).
The trial combustion chamber (see section 6.1) was used to obtain
Iinitial measurement~ of the electrical conductivity of the gas at exit from
the combustion chamber,when loaded with approximately 1 mol % K. In these
experiments the gases issued as a free jet from the exit port of the combustion
chamber and two carbon electrodes were placed within the jet. A small D.C.
\
supply was u~~d to drive current across the electrode gap at voltages up to
40 v.
The gas temperature was measured by the Na D-line technique (see
,Appendix C) through a port-hole in the exhaust tube of the combustion chamber.
(See Figure 7.l.1). Since the gas temperature waa measured a considerable
distance upstream of the conductivity cell, heat loases to the refractory
walls of the exhaust tube of the chamberland entrainment of ambient air into
the exhaust jet)reduced the actual gas temperatiire'in the cell several
hundred decrees below the measured value. However, this measurement served
as a means ofstandardising conditions and gave a measure of the performance
of the combustion chamber.
At a thermal input of 100 KW, the gas temperature was measured to be
o "2500 C and a typical I-V characteristic is displayed in Figure 7.1.2. This
shows a non-linear region at low applied voltages, and a linear portion at
,voltages above about lOVe Following the accepted practice (e.g. Brogan (1962»,
the slope of the linear portion of the characteristic was measUred in order to
give the resistance of the conductivity cell. The intercept of the straight. .
line at zero current gave ~ measure of the voltage drop across the boundary
tl of
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"layer on the electrodes. This volt,age drop (...lOV) was lower than that
experienced in water-c?oled conduction cells, where ~80V drop was often
recorded.
The conductivity of the gas" calculated assuming parallel flow of
electrons acros~ the gap, was l7.6mho/m. If an allowance is made for fringing
of the current path, estimating a correction factor of ~ 3 for resistance from
the electrolyte tests of Gray and Smith, (1967) this estimate of conductivity
is reduced to""6 mho/m.
If this value of conductivity ia compared with the computed values in
(
Figure 5.2.1, it is seen to correspond there to a gas temperature of 2200oC •
.....
" .
The exact gas temperature at the position of the electrical conductivity .
measurement was not measured accurately, but it would be approximately in
the range 2200 - 23000C for a combustion·chamber" temperature of 25000C and so
the agreement with theory is quite "good. One can,at least, be assured that
the seed had been substantially evaporated,and contributed, as expected, to
enhance the electrical conductivity of the gaB Btream.
One difficulty which was experienced in these experiments was the
oxidation of the graphite electrodes - even in slightly' rich flames. The gap
between the electrodes had to be measured before and after the I-V character-
istic had been determined, and in fact, the graphite electrodes were only
inserted for the limited period during which I-V measurements were actually
being made.
7.1.2. Gas Temperature Measurements during the Main Experimental
Programme on Test Ri&. (See Plate 5).
Gaa temperatures were measured during experiments on.the complete test
rig (see Figure 6.1.3) both at exit from the combustion chamber and at exit
from the test section, so that an estimate could be made of the mean gas
temperature in the M.H.D. test section (and hence an estimate made of the gas
electrical conductivity and Hartmann Number).
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At all f10wrates above 85 KW (Thermal Input), the gas temperature
at exit from the combustion chamber was near the upper limit of the available
range of operation of the Na D-line apparatus.
At a thermal input of 100 KW the gas temperature at exit from the
.combustion chamber was 26500C (corrected according to Figure A.7) and at exit·
• 0from the test section was 2020 C. These temperatures were measured after
lt hours of operation, when the refractory thermocouples showed that all the
refractories in the test section had reached thermal equilibrium.
T~us i~ was estimated that at 100 lGV (Thermal Input) the mean gas
otemperature i~.the test section was 2350 C, corresponding to a predicted
~
\ . .electrical conductivity of 10 mho/m and a Hartmann Number (based on the duct
t width) of .9.5and Interaction Parameter of 0.11.
At 85 KW (Thermal Input), the exit temperature from the test section
odropped to 1800 C and so the mean gas temperature in the test section would
have fallen to 22250C, indicating an electrical conductivity of 5.3 mho/m, a
Hartmann Number of 7 and Interaction Parameter of 0.07.
-~. - ~.
7.1.3. Gas Conductivity Measuremmts with R.F. Probe
The R.F. probe technique (for description of calibration see Appendix E)
was used to measure the electrical conductivity of the gaa stream in the test
•
section. The probe was inserted through the central probe hole (No. 4)and
measurements were made of the diesipation from the coil under transient
conditions when the gas flow was switched off. The output signal from the
R.F. generator-monitor circuit( which indicated the power delivered to the coil)
was displayed on a storage oscilloscope which enabled a detailed investigation
of the transient behaviour of the probe to be made. Several phenomena were
identified; firstly the transient behaviour was found to consist of two regions,
a fast transient which lasted between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds and a slow transient
lasting up to a minute. The fast transient was attributed to fast thermal
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effects (i.e. diffusion through the copper;time constant ~O.l second) and
electrical effects caused by the removal of the conducting medium. The shut-
down was not instantaneous since the contents of the combustion chamber took
a short time to be exhausted. The slow transient was caused by the slow
thermal effect of the cooling of the water inside the probe as new water was·
fed from the reservoir. (See Figure 7.1.3 for sketches of typical transients).
The form of the transient was studied for a range of water temperatures at
exit from the probe (this was ach~eved by having "shots" of combustion gas
of varyin~ lenfth between 1 second and several minutes) in order to distinguish.
between fast ~.hermal effects and electrical effects in the initial fast
transient. It\was found that an increase in the probe cooling water
• r
temperature. changed the form of the transients sienificantly (again see
.Figure 7.1.,). The magnitude of the first transient was reduced and the
magnitude of the second transient increased}although the overall change in
dissipation level, between the probe in the steady state gas flow and the
probe in the duct with no gas stream, remained constant. The initial fast
transient could, however, be fUrther subdivided to give an almost
instantaneous (~0.01 seconds) transient which could be.attributed to the
electrical effect of removing the conducting medium from the vicinity of the
probe, and the magnitude of this transient was found to be insensitive to
,changes in the probe cooling water temperature.
This may be explained as followsl-
When the gas flow was interrupted, the temperature in the gas
surrounding the coil fell from the initial steady state temperature to the
\
relatively low temperature of the terminal slug of gas. This fall of
temperature resulted in a much more rapid fall of gas conductivity to a
level Which was equivalent to negligible conductivity because of the
exponential nature of the conductivity-temperature relationship.
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Consequently, although a non-instantaneous shut-down was experienced, this
only affected the thermal behaviour of the probe. The electrical performance
of the probe (i.e. its sensitivity to the conductivity of the surrounding
medium) was only affected at the instant of shut-down.
The magnitude of the initial transient was found to be 3 volts
(!t volt), with a thermal input of 85 KW. Using the electrolyte calibration
this would indicate a menn gas conductivity in the test section of 2 - 5 mho/m.
-,'
When compared with the temperature measurements of section 7.~.2 and the
theoretic~l pr~dictions of electrical conductivity of section 5.2., reasonable
agreement can,~e Shown to exist. (At the measured steady state mean tempera-
,o -ture of 2225 C~ the predicted conductivity is 5 mho/m) •
•Another interesting point emerged from the examination of the time
,variation of dissipation. If no seed was injected, then a fluctuating level
of dissipation was observed, (magnitude of fluctuation"""l volt), but when the
seed flow was introduced, the dissipation level became steady at the upper
level of the fluctuations. Since some seed was still present in the gas
stream even when the main feed flow was not operating, (this was produced
by seed which had been absorbed into the refractory lin~ng of the chamber)
an intermittently conducting gas. stream was produced. This fact could be
appreciated by visual inspection of the gas stream through one of the windows
of the combustion chamber. When the seed tlow was switched off, a lilac
colouration was seen (characteristic of potassium), which fluctuated in
intensity, whereas with the full seed flow, a continuous strong lilac
colouration was visible. The magnitude of the fluctuation of dissipation
with no imposed seed flow gave an approximate indication of the increase in
conductivity gained by adding seed flow)viz. 3 mho/m.
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Although these measurements of conductivity have uncertain accuracy,
because of'difficulties encountered both (a) in the calibration of the device
and (b) in its operation at high temperatures, they do give results which agree
approximately (within a factor of 2) with the theoretical predictions and
measurement using I-V characteristics. This method could not, however, be
used for standardising M.H.D. experimental conditions, because of the uncertain
accuracy and difficulty of operation, and measurements of gas temperature were
used for this purpose (since conductivity is highly dependent on temperatur~
and fai~ly insensitive to seed flow).
; I
7.2 Results for Rectangular Duct Flows with no obstructions.The first internal investigation of the charncter of flows of
combustion plasma in rectangular ducts·with transverse magnetic fields was
a simplo measurement of the interaction ot.the tield with the shape ot the
velocity profile in the duct, (measured perpendicularly to the direction ot
the applied field).
The miniature water-cooled pitot-static probe (see section 6.2), was
used in conjunction with a vertically traversing" carriage which allowed the
probe to move along the vertical centre-line of the duct from the top to the
bottom walls. The central probe·hole (No.4) was used for these traverses
(see Fieure 7.2.1). The probe operating procedure was developed during the
initial attempts to make these measurements, which provided a basis for
experiments with more complex situations,(section 7.3) when plates were
inserted into the rectangular duct.
7.2.1 Probe Operating Procedure (See Plates 5 and 6)
The operating procedure which was adopted for the water-cooled pitot-
probe was to apply the nitrogen purge at all times other than the short time
taken to obtain a differential pressure measurement and to insert the probe
only when the duct walls had been pre-heated (~d were able to offer radiant
•
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heating to the outside of the probe) - this eliminated problems cauc.ed by
deposition of solids and condensation on the pressure tappings. The
differential pressure (/Iv 0.1 in. w.g.) was recorded at intervals of 1"
across the duct and the time-mean reading (after the manometer had reached
equilibrium) was noted for each position of the probe (in section 7.3, more
6etailed traverses-intervals of {"-were made). On a few occasions, stray
readings_were obtained when large deposits became attached to the body of
the probe - this trouble was usually cleared by removing the probe from the
..... --'"
duct for a thorough cIeanang,
7.2.2. Measurements of Velocity Profiles
The duct had a 6" :x 2" cross-section, with an inner lining of magnesite
refractory (essentially non-conducting). A sequence of traverses were made
with a thermal input of 100 Ki to measure ha firstly, with no seed flow, then
with 1 mol % K seed flow and a nominal magnetic field strength of 1 weber/m2.
Finally, the O.H.D. condition was repeated. As d~cussed in section 5.3.1, the
velocity profiles were presented as profiles of ~ •
- I
The O.H.D. profiles measured after the M.H.D. profiles were
essentially the same as the original O.H.D. profiles within the experimental
error. Slight variations in total flowrate and temperature occurred, (caused
by small changes in the supply: pressure of oxygen and propane) and small changes
in-pressure gradient occurred between M.H.D. and O.H.D. flows: for these
reasons it was tlecided to normalise all, profiles- oflh with respect to the
mean value of,fh over the traverse. (s ,j{ )
Figure 7.2.2 shows a graphical summary-of 6 traverses in the form of
normalised values of /h( il/J( ) - the O.B.D. traverses (2 before and 2 after
the M.H.D. traverses) and the M.H.D. traverses were averaged separately.
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There ia seen to be very little change in the shape of the M.H.D.
and O.H.D. profilea, and all that can be said is that there was a slight
flattening of the profile when the M.H.D. interaction was introduced. This
effect could have been caused by either:-
(a) The Hartmann effect
or (b) The'circulating cur~entB in the region of changing magnetic
field, at the leading edge of the pole-faces. (See Sherc11ff
(1965» •
Both (a):and~b) could act to produce flattening of the velocity profiles in_
the directio~ transverse to the applied magnetic field.
j
In uniform conductivity M.H.D. duct flow (rectangular), the Hartmann
Effect (a),would produce boundary layers on .the walls parallel to the magnetic
field of thiclmess o(.JH) - see Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 for the fully
developed solution to this case. The streamwise component of the
circulating currents would react with the streamwise varying transverse field
to alter the vo~ticity of the flow, with the net effect of accelerating the
flow in the regions near to the top and bott~~ ~~lis - effect (b).
It is not clear from this result which of these effects is causing
the small M.H.D. interaction, but a negative conclusion can be drawn i.e •.
that the Hartmann Effect was not appreciable. This is attributable to the
low duct wall temperature ('\J 1600°0), which resulted in very low gas
electrical conductivity in the thermal boundary layer adjacent to these walla.
(From Figure 5.2.1 it can be aeen that the conductivity falls by two ordera
of magnitude in reducing the gas temperature from the core value of ~2300oC
to the wall value of~1600oC).
Thus the boundar,y layer on the duct walle would have a complex
structure, comprising a hydro~namic sub-layer adjacent to the walls with
an electrically conducting ( M.H.D.) outer layer. Because of the exponential
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conductivity-temperature relationship, the division between these two
parts of the boundary layer would be quite distinct and a step-function
for the conductivity profile would be a good first approximation (see
Cramer (1967». The situation is also similar to a pressure driven
M.H.D.flow in whiCh slip occurs at the non-conducting walls - this ·analogy
is discussed furthe~ in Chapter 8.
The qualitative effect of M.H:D. turbulence damping would be to
make the profiles appear more like the fully laminar profiles i.e. with
I
....
more pron,ouncer peaks. The fact that the opposite trend was noticed
suggests tha~:turbulence damping did not predominate the M.H.D. interaction -
,
although it may have slightly attenuated the result of effects (a) and (bi.
mentioned earlier. (In the following section, which deals with a
.configuration which was asymmetric about the y .'0 axis, an antisymmetric
-M.H.D. interaction was discovered, which could only be originated by magneto-
viscous effects, since turbulence effects, Hartmann effects and disturbances
produced by effects at entry to the magnetic field would all produce
symmetric interactions).
7.3 Pitot-Static Probe lleasuremrnts in Hectangular Ducts with an Immersed
Plate (Long in flow direction and half duct height)
The duct configuration used in this section is shown in Figure 7.2.1 •.
The internal dimensions of the duct were unchanged from the confib~ration
used in section 7.2, but a long plate (~-"thick) was inserted into the duct.
The plate was 'long' in the flow direction and extended ~" beyond the edges of
the magnet poles both upstream and downstream. The plate was only 3" high,
however, and so provided a discontinuous hydrodynamic condition in the vertical
plane, (reminiscent of the semi-infinite plate discussed in Chapter 3 and very
'similar to the computer solutions of section 4.4.). Because of the limited
width of the duct, it was decided to offset the inserted plate so that the
..
N
-~
frY
@J.-.
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plate centre-line was 5/8" from the duct-centre-line. Although this
destroyed the symmetry of the situation about the X = 0 axis, the results
of section 7.2 indicated that the M.H.D. interaction caused by the quct
walls alone was insignificant and so the M.H.D. interaction caused by
one side of the plate was obtained in this instance - the side nearer.. ,
the wall being adjacent to a region where no M.H.D. interaction was
possible because.of the low gas temperature.
The investigation of this par~icular configuratio~ which aimed ,
to establish the existence of transverse wakes emanating from .the tip of
(
the immersed plate, with the M.H .D. interaction extending over the bulk of
,
the core flow and not limited merely to the plate boundary layer, was
subdivided into the following self-contained exercises:-
(a) An investigation of the effect of varying the conductivit,y
of the plate, using maenesia and zirconia plates.
(b) An investigation of the effect of varying the gaB
conductivity, by varying the thermal input to the rig.
(c) An investigation of the streamwfss: development process
of the O.H.D. and M.H.D. flows.
(d) A detailed investigation of the 2-dimensional variation
of velocity over the crose-section of the duct for O.H.D.
and M.H.D. flows.
The miniature water cooled pitot probe was again ueed for these
me~surements, and apart from the investigation of the development process,
all profiles were measured at probe hole No. 6- i.e. the last probe hole
within the uniform magnetic field,which was ll~ from the leading edge of
the magnet pole. The M.H.D. interactions for each case were'monitored by
again measuring O.H.D. and M.H.D. profiles of Jh along the vertical centre-
r line of the duct, and'for the 2-D investigation, horizontal traversing
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was also introduced, together with a special crooked-probe (with an offset
tip) •
7.3.1 The Effect of Plate Conductivity
Although the theoretical studies presented in Chapters 3 ~d 4 were
limited to casea which employed non-conducting plates, it is known from the
results of Hasimoto'(1960) that the effect of a perfectly conducting plate
on the M.lI.D. flow of uniformly conducting fluids is more severe than a
non-conducting plate, (for the semi-infinite stationary plate, the core
I
,
veloci tyadjacent to the plate will be zero for a perfectly conducting plate. __
I \
and half the ..._:free-streamvelocity for a non-conducting plate; both when the
flow is fully developed. -See Figure 2.2.1). Two materials were used for
the plate; magnesia and zirconia, which gave approximations to the non-
\'conducting and perfectly conducting cases,' (See Section 5.2).
Figure 7.3.1 shows the normalised .fh profile~ measured along the
~vertical centre-line of the duct,(i.e •• /8" from the centre-line of the plate)
for the case with the non-conducting magnesia plate. A thermal input of 100 L1V
was used again, and the optimum seed flowrate of 0.73 mol ,~K was imposed for
2the M.H.D. flow, in Which the magnetic field strength was nominally 1 weber/m.
The corresponding results for the flow past a geometrically' identical zirconia
plate (electrically conducting) are shown in Figure 7.3.2, which also includes
a comparison between O.H.D. flow with and without seed. This latter
comparison shows that there is no significant change when the seed flow is
applied to O.H.D. flow, although it waa found that when the seed was flowing,
,
the scatter of tho.results was rather greater than with no seed flow - this
was.explained by the disturbance of the aerodynamics of the flow around the
tip of the pitot-static probe by deposits of seed. The duplicate seta of
readings obtained for the M.H.D. and O.R.D. cases indicate the scatter which'
was encountered in the experimental measurement.
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Figure 7.3.I.A is included to show the measured profiles qf~ before
normalisation. The lower profile was obtained after some small variation
in total flowrate and although it has the same shape as the other U.H.D.
profile it is a confusing presentation of the basic M.H.D. interaction.
This interaction is antisymmetric about the edge of the immersed plate and.
so the shape of the "M.H.D. profile is distinctly different from the equivalent
O.H.D. profile - the normalisation in terms of mean values over the cross-
section does not obliterate this change of shape.
The se~s of results for both the magnesia and zirconia plates show
the same tyPt(.of M.H.D. interaction_ When the transverse field is applied,
the core region adjacent to the plate is decelerated (cf. this result with
Figures 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.5.4, 4.5.5, and Bee discussion in Chapter 8).
In order to make a comparison between the results for the two plates,
the ratio between the profiles for the M.H.D. and O.H.D. cases was calculated.
This has the effect of eliminating the basic shape of the O.H.D. profile from
the results and displays the variation of thema~itude of the M.H.D. inter-
action on the velocity profile across the traversing axis. This is somewhat
similar to the M.H.D. profile that would be produced by the plate in an
originally uniform O.H.D. flow - and displays the transverse wake effect with
clarity. Figure 7.3.3. shows this presentation of the results, from which it
Ican be seen that there is an increased interaction in the case of the zirconia
plate (electrically conducting) compared with the magnesia plate (non-conduc~ing).
The M.H.D. and O.H.D. traverses which were measured successively were used to
calculate these ratios, so eliminating time variations as far as possible.
The interaction is not SO great as may have been expected for a fully
developed flow with either plate under uniform conducting conditions. It is
shown later that we are not dealing with fully developed flows (see section
7.3.3.). and the known non-uniformity of electrical conductivity tends to
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reduce the magnitude of the interaction even further as it did in the results
of section 7.2. The conductivity of the gas immediately adjacent to the plate
was less than the conductivity in the core, but since the temperature of the
plate was intermediate between the duct wall temperature and the gas temperature,
there was a much thinner layer of low conductivity gas adjacent to the plate'
than on the duct walls, (it was estimated that the plate temperature was N
20000C cf. duct wall temperature ofNl6000C) and so the attenuation of the
magneto-viscous interaction was not BO great at the plate compared with the'
I
duct wall.
The nqn-uniform shape of the O.H~D. profiles of/h cannot be explained.
limply, but it'is likely that the complex variations of density within the duct
caused by the inserted 'bot' plate and tbe partially cooled walls are partly
.the cause. The O.H.D. flow is far from its tully developed state and the
shape of the profiles may also be influenced by development effects.
The increase in M.H.D. interaction produced by the zirconia plate
compared with the magnesia plate was not as great as may have been expected
from Hasimoto's result. In fact, the difference in position of the plate
between the two cases (the magnesia plate was '/S" from.the duct centre-line
and the zirconia plate was 5/8") could account for all of the difference
between the two results.
The fact that there was so little difference between the performance
of the two plates may be explained by the existence of the cold (poorly
conducting) sub-layer on the plate. The sub-layer acted as a barrier to
the flow of current into the plate and so the conducting zirc~plate
I
behaved almost as a non-conducting plate.
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In the regions near the top and bottom walls of the duct, the ratio
of M.H.D./O.H.D. profiles (Figure 7.3.3) showed a random behaviour. These
regions were cool, conductivity was low and the M.H.D. interaction was either
weak or non-exi'stent.
7.3.2. The Effect of Gas Conductivity
The effect·o£ variations in gas conductivity on the M.H.D. interaction
in this configuration was investigated by varying the total flowratethrough
the rig (which also altered the total thermal input). This had two effects; ,
I
(a) it altered the mean gas temperature in the test section, and hence the
; (. '
conductivity, ,(b) it altered the mean gas velocity. Effect (a) varied the
......,
Hartmann Number alone, and (b) varied the Hartmann Number and the Interact-ion
Parameter. Table I shows the conditions which were used for the two sets of
measurements.
Case (a)
Case (b)
Thermal Input Mean Gas Mean Gas Hartmann* Interaction*
(KW) '1'empgrature Conductivity Number Parameter
( C) (mho/m)
... -. ,. o 00'7
85 2225 5.3 7.0 eortO
100 2350 10.0 9.5 0.11
TABLE I
2* based on t duct width and Transverse Magnetic field = 1 weber/m
, '/". __
. In Figure 7.3.4 the normalieed profiles for a thermal input of 85 KW
and a zirconia plate are displayed and Figure 7.3.5 shows a comparison between
these results and the results shown in Figure 7.3.2; (zirconia plate at 100 KW
Thermal Input) again the comparison is framed in terms of the.ratio of M.H.D.
and O.H.D. profiles. The magnitude of the M.H.D. interaction will depend on
the interaction parameter and the Hartmann Number - and one may postulate that
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the M.H.D. interaction ought to be proportional to the product of the
interaction parameter and the Hartmann Number in a developing M.H.D. flow,
, •since the depth (measured in the field direction) of the region adjacent to
the plate which is affected by the M.H.D. disturbance based on the plate is
o(J.4d,).
o ~c:jIX and
. H
(Section 3.2 showed that the width of the transverse wake is
thus for'the width to be O(d,) the value of X must be O(Hd,).
HA NQ.
I+b N~
the ratio of the peaks of the intercction curves of Figure 7.3.5, (a measure ~f
The ratio 0·47 (using values from Table I), and
the magnitude of the M.H.D. int~raction) is 0.48. which shows somewhat
I \ . "
fortuitous agreement with' the theoretical postulate •.
".
7 .3.3. \ The Development Process
In order to investigate the development of the profiles, traverses
.were made at three probe-holes (Nos. 2, 4 and 6.- Bee Figure 7.2.1) along the
length of the teat aection. Because of variations in tempe~ture distribution
between different positions along the duct and changes in conditions between'
the runs during which the various probe-holes were used, (caused by.slight
movements in the refractory lining and variations of flow conditions), it
was impossible to make a direct comparison between the profiles measured at
each traversing station. Instead, the ratio of the M.H.D. to O.H.D. profiles
was again calculated and Figure 7.3.6 shows the variation in the shape of
these profiles along the duct. Because the c.H.D. profile ia very slow to
develop, (in our case the hydrodynamic entry length is "1180times the t width
of'the channel i.e.-.l7 ft, and the total·length of'the test section is only
I ft) and the M.H.D. development distance is relatively short,( ~10 times the
t width of the duct i.e.~ 10 in) the variation in the ratio of the M.H.D.
to c.H.D. profiles along the stream.wise direction will give an indication of
the development of the M.H.D. interaction. Figure 7.3.6 shows thi3 variation,
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although no oonclusions about the degree of approach to the fully developed
M.H.D. flow can be made. (Section 7.4 describes a study 'of the development
process of the O.H.D. and M.H.D. boundary layers on a flat plate).
All the other measurements of velocity profiles which are described
in this section were carried out at probe hole No.6, at which there was the.
maximum M.H.D. interaction before the downstream fringe field began to affect
the flow.
7.3.4. 2-D Profiles over the Cross-section of the Duct
I~ ordrr to investigate the properties of this flow configuration
more fully, i~ was decided to probe over the 2-D cross-section of the duct
at port hole 6~
. .Figure 7.3.7 shows a vertical traverse result, for an axis
displaced 3/8" off the centre-line of the duct towards the plate (see Figure
,7.2.1) i.e. only 1/8" from the edge of the plate. These measurements were made
wi th a crooked probe, with its tip offset 3/8" from the stem.
The resu! ts are presented in the form of the ratio between M.H.D. and
O.H.D. profiles again in Figure 7.3.8, and the profile measured on the
vertical centre-line of the duct is also presented 'for comparison. It can
be seen that the interaction adjacent to the plate was ~educed more than the
interaction above the plate, when moving from the centre-line to the axis which
was only 1/8" from the plate. This may be attributed to the cooling effect of
the plate on the flow adjacent to the plate.
Two eets of horizontal traverses were also made, one at 100 KW and the
other at 85 IDV thermal input. These res~lts, which are shown in Figures 7.3.9
and 7.3.10, were obtained at different heights above the base of the duct, and
by using a combination of the straight probe and the crooked probe it was
poasible to traverse from the edge of the plate to 0.8" into the core and
also above the plate.
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It was possible to complete a set of these measurements much more
quickly than the more extensive vertical traverses and generally, no
variation in flow conditions was experienced during the period of
measurement. Hence, there was no need to normalise the profiles as
before - in any case it was found that the transverse (horizontal) r~.H.D.
and O.H.D. profiles 'did not differ sienificantly in shape at these low
Hartmann Numbers since the transverse wake was not traversed. However,
the actual values of~,measured by the probe,display the same trends as th~
vertical traverses - the velocity above the plate being accelerated and the, \
velocity bela~ being decelerated. These traverses enabled the continuity
\of the interaction in the transverse direction (the direction of the applied
field) to be verified and the existence of the transverse wake to be
.established. This can be seen from Figure 7.3.10 which shows measurements
adjacent to the edge of the plate and 1" above and below the edge.
The M.H.D. profile is seen to be above the O.H.D. profile at the
position 4" above the base, and below the O.H.D. profile at 2" above the
base. At 3" above the base (adjacent to the edge of the plate) the M.H.D.,
and O.H.D. profiles are almost indistinguishable. These results are shown
in Figure 7.3.11 in the form of ratios of M.H'-D. and O.H.D. traverses for
comparison with the ratio plots for the vertical traverses.
In Figure 7.3.9, the measurements which extended over the top of the
plate show that the acceleration of the flow extended into that region from
the central core.
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7.4. Pitot-static Probe Measurements in a Rectangular Duct with an Immersed
Plate. (Study of Boundary Layer Development).
Fieure 7.4.1 shows the configuration of the duct which was adopted for
thia aeries of measurements. The plate configuration was similar to that used
by Dix (1962), except that the flow was confined to a duct of finite dimensions.
The 'plate was' ef~ectively 'long' in the vertical direction (and perpendicular
to both the flow and the applied macnetic field) and berni-infinite' in the flow
direction. The purpose of the measurements weB to study the development of ,
the boundary layer on the plate downstream from its leading edge (vmich was
, (
blunt), during both O.H.D. and M.H.D. flow conditions. A zirconia plate was
used, althouGh from the experience of 7.3, it was expected that the high
conductivity of the plate would only slightly exaGgerate the non-conducting
case.
The water cooled pitot-static probe was used again to measure profiles
of ~ in the transverse direction (i.e. perpendicular to the plate) at a
height of 3" above the base of the duct (on the horizontal centre-line) ~ .-
With a thermal input of 100 }nV, the probe was inserted at probe holes 3, 4,
5 and 6 in turn and ,fh profile s were measured in each case under O.H .D. and
M.H.D. conditions - the latter at a Hartmnnn Number of 9.5 (see Table I -
•section 7.3.2). Probe hole No.3 was 1" upstream of the leading edGe of the
plate, and the other positions were 1", 3" and 5" downstream from the leading
edge. Figure 7.4.2 shows the profiles which were obtained.
Ups~ream of the leading edge, there was only a slight modification
in the shape of the O.H.D. profile when the M.H.D. interaction waS introduced.
Both O.H.D. and M.H.D. profiles are almost flat over the extent of the traverse.
However, downstream of the lending edge, there is a marked difference between
the O.H.D. and M.H.D. profiles. The O.H.D. profile initially shows an increbse
1n~ near to the plate (this is probably caused by the blockage effect of the
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plate in the duct), but at the position of probe hole No.5, the more
conventional O.H.D. boundary layer shape can be seen to have appeared,
and the slope of the profile near the plate has further increased at probe
hole No.6. The M.H.D. profiles are generally much flatter; the initial
increase inJh near the plate at No.·4 probe hole ls not so marked and the
Hartmann type profile-develops quite quickly. There is very little difference
in the shape of the M'-H.D. profiles between probe holes 5 and 6, and the
Hartmann layer thickness would appear to be « 0.1" (i.e. III!!.), which agrees
U
with the order 9f magnitude prediction of the simple isothermal theory.
Thus the diffeience in temperature between the inserted plate and the gas
\flow cannot be great enough to provide a significant ordinary hydrodynamic
Bub-layer as experienced on the duct walls.
Although the traverses did not measure the velocity (~) distribution
across the full width of the duct,and eo the mean velocity could not be
determined accurately, the measurements made indicate that there is no
significant change in the mean velocity be'tween O.H.D. and M.H.D. cases at
each station. By comparison, Figure 7.3.9 ShOWB a change in the moan velocity
between O.H.D. and M.H.D. cases in the region adjacent to the plate which is
only half the height of the duct.
This comparison gives experimental evidence which complements the
discussion by Hunt and Ludford (1968) on the differences between the solutions
presented by Dix (1963) and Hasimoto (1960), for plates which are semi-infinite
in the stream direction and semi-infinite perpendicular to the stream,
respectively.
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8. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
8.1. Joula Heating Effects
In order to confirm that Joule Haating effects were not a predominant
factor in the M.H.D. interaction, a simple:order of magnitude analysis was
carried· out.
'2
Power dissipation caused by joule heating = J/,cr' per unit volume.
Assuming a gas velocity of 10 m/s and a transverse magnetic field of
21 weber/m, the open circuit electric field, assuming uniform flow~ would
be ~)( ~ = 10 volt/m. Assuming a conductivity of 10 mho/m (typical
I ( 2
value for the.core flow), the current density would be N100 amp/m.
",.
; 3:, Power dfssdpatdon w I ¥:,V/m , as a result of Joule heating.
The energy transferred from the gas to the walls of the duct by convection
and radiation at the mid-point of the duct is ~700 KW/m' (i.e. nearly three
orders of magnitude greater than Joule heating). hven allOwing for the fact
that Joule heating will be greater in regions of lower conductivity near to
the walls, (the conductivity only drops by 2 orders of magnitude and thuB
for the same current density, the joule heating will increase by only two
orders),it is not likely to have a dominant effect on the density or velocity
distributions.
8.2. Ha.llCurrents - Effect on Velocity Distributions
Fay's work (IS59) gives a guide to the effect of non-scalar
conductivity on velocity distributions in our experiments. Fay considered
a ~implo uniform property Hartman~ Layer, and established the existence of a
transverse flow (perpondiculur to the core flow direction and the imposed
magnetic field), and a thickening of the boundary layer at large values of
the Hall parameter (Wl).
The Hall parameter waB Il0l0.5in these experiments, and Fay's analysis
indicates that a transverse velocity of '\114%of the core velocity would be
induced in the Hartmann layer and the Hartmann layer itself would be
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broadened by Nlo:t.
It would be extremely difficult to carry out a comJnete analysis
of duct flow with inserted plates in the presence of Hall currents, but
this simple consideration of the interaction of the Hall Effect on the
Hartmann boundary layer indicates that although some transverse flow in the
Hartmann layers and some broadening of the layers may be'expected, the
overall change in velocity profiles as a result of the Hall ~ffect (with
GJ't I'V 0.5) is only likely to be."'lO'}~.Hence, the theoretical solutions '"
(Chapter 4) give a reasonable approximation to the non-scalar conductivity
I
case experienced in practice. However, the omission of non-uniform.....
conductivity from the theory is more serious.
8.3 Comparison between Velocity Profiles measured in the Experimental
Proaramme And those predicted by Theory - Flows past long plates
of half the duct height.
The experiments based on flows past long, thin plates)(secUon 7.,.,
which were only half the duct height,produced velocity profiles along a
vertical axis (parallel to tho plate and transverse· to the flow direction)
which in general indicated that with the M.H.D. interaction, the flow was
decelerated in the region adjacent to the plate and accelerated in the
core region above the plate. This result agrees qualitatively with the
conclusions of Chapter "mlich described the similarity s~lutions for flow
induced by a stationary semi-infinite plate in an infinite fluid with
uniform velocity at large distances from the plate. Here, it was found
that the M.H.D. solution showed that the velocity in the region adjacent
to the plate was half the free-stream velocity and eo a normalised
profile which traverses the transverse wake ( V' -= V/:::r , where '" =
mean value across traverse) produces a curve similar to the sketch shown in
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I
I
Figure' 8.3.1, (C!.ssul:1ingth.:.t the p~ofi1e does not include the E.:.rb':'.T'_'1l£'.yer
on the wal l.}, If the profile is measured far enough e:.."ay fron the plate
in O.H.D. flow, the effect of the pInte on the uniform free-stre~
ve loct ty didri~ution Ie not great, and FiGure 8.3.1 e.Leo reprcser.ts the
form of the !,rofile of V~l+b / \r~....!> This is similar in form to the
profiles of \r'~,...)/"'0 ....; produced in section 7.3 - see Fig-are 7.3.3 for
exa::1ple. . .
However, it was expected that the walls of the duct would interfere
viith the 'infinite fluid' solutions of Chapter 3 and so nu:nerical solutions
(Che,pter 4) of d'-;!ctflow ',7ith inserted pIn.tes were produced, Velocity
profiles of the so.~e form as before (~. e. \f'~It!) / I.J~~~ ) were pr oduced
from the pressure driver. flo~s (section 4.4) at the vertical axis ~::ic~
I . .
was midway be tween tho plate end the wall, and these are presented an
FiG"Urcs8.3.2 and 8.~.3. ?our duct shD.pe-factors ;7ere employed, ~'/hich
demonstrc.te th:~t no d::p1e relationship betwe8n the ~,~.H.D. end O.l:.D. flows
eXists,"u th a fiart:::enn :~u::1bcrof 10 for the !.~.H.D. caees , The interforence
behrccn the r.:.l!.D. effects produced by the phte' and the effects pr-oduced
by the duct walls thcm~elves is hiGhly dependent on the duct shnpe factor,
and the ratio of !.l.!! .:;). to O.P. .D. norma l Lsed veloe! ty profiles shows that
a flir:;p1e relationship ouch ne that shown in Fiau~e 8.3.1 cannot be l'.pplied ,to
the euce of flo~s which are limited by finite ducts. In fact the same
rele. tionship only holds for cases with S IV1. For high values of S, the
shape of the curve is reversed, and for low values, the curve di~?leys the
cheracterictics of a rectancular duct flow in which the centre plate acts
as a comp l et e 'IIc.11,see :ficure 8.3.3. Thus the proximity of both the top
and bottom w'3,lls have a severe effect on the ratio t.r~"'b /(J:~ at this vafue
of the llartt1ann Number.
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The results of section 7.2 - flows in a rectangular duct with no
immersed plates - showed that there was negligible M.H.D. interaction when
the duct walls alone were the source of boundary layers in the flow. This
was attributed to the low temperature (~l600oC) of the walls. When the
immersed plate experiments were carried out with an identical duct
construction, no Hartmann layer formation could therefore be expected to
, ,occur on the duct walls. The immersed plate, which was several hQ~dred
degrees hotter than the walls, would be able to sustain a Hartmann layer, '
however, ~the lesults of section 7.4 demonstrated this) and so the flow in
the duct woul~ behave like an M.H.D. flow throughout the core and near the
I
immersed plate~ but not near the duct walls. .The boundary condition on the
perimeter of the effective M.H.D. region would then approximate to a moving
,insulating wall condition - i.e. the boundary would be a layer of non-
conducting, moving gas. Hence the velocity distribution is not likely to
ahow close similarity to the pressure driven theoretical cases, in which a
stationary wall condition was used.
The actual situation achieved in the e:iperiinents of section 7." was
therefore an addition of an M.H.D. flow excited by a moving wall condition
I
with a stationary plate and a pressure driven K.H.D. flow within the region
bounded by the limit of the electrically conducting fluid, i.e. a mixture of.Figure 4.5.5 and Figure 4.4.4. Surrounding this region there would be a
region of cooler, non-conducting gas which provided slip between the M.H.D.
region and the duct walls. It is impossible to make any quantitative conclusion
from this hypothesis, since the position of the limit of electrical conductivty
is not known and this would affect the resulting situataon quite critically.
For this reason also, it was decided not to attempt to mQdel the situation
using the computer.
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It would also be ver,y difficult to apply the method of Kieffer (1965)
to make even qualitative conclusions about the effect of non-uniform
conductivity, since a precise knowledge of the spatial variation of
conductivi ty is required in his method. (Step-functions and continuous
functions of conductivity were used). The only way of providing a complete
solution to the non-uniform con'ductivity case would be to solve the momentum
equation, electrodynamic equation and the energy equation simultaneously,
i.e. by coupling the conductivity variation with temperature variations. ,
I
This pose~ a c~nsiderable problem for computation in all but the simplest
cases, and wa~ beyond the scope of the present project.
\ .The theoretical work described in Chapter 4 was undertaken before the
results of any experiments were available and it could be argued that in the
.light of experimental results, it was not the most suitable study for
producing a greater understanding of the experimental results. However, it
was the nearest approximation to physical reality which could be modelled by
numerical methods with the.available resources. Having accepted its major
limita.tion of uniform conductivity, it stillg!ves"an increased understanding.
of uniform prop~rty M.H.D. flows in the range of geometries studied and
indicates some of the effects which maybe expected to arise in more complex
situations where the conductivity is variable - especially if hotter duct
walls could be produced.
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9. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
(a) Similarity solutions were obtained for the fully developed M.H.D.
flow induced by the movement of a semi-~nfinite non-conducting flat
plate, moving along its own length with a transverse magnetic field.
(The plate was semi-infinite in the.direction perpendicular to the·
field and flow). These results gave a clear indication of the
qualitative nature of transverse wakes which emanate from the edge
of such plates, although the solution was not so complete as that'
eivenlby Hasimoto (1960).
(b) Numerical solutions (by computer) were obtained for ordinary
,
hydrodynamic and M.H.D. duct flows, both with and without immersed
plates. Fully developed flows in rectangular ducts were considered
for fluids of uniform properties and two-dimensional variations ot
velocity and current stream-lines across the cross-section of the
duct were produced. Solutions for simple cases were compared with
exact analytical solutions and showed good agreement.
The effect of inserting a plate (long in flow direction) of
half duct height (perpendicular to the applied field) was investigated
in the case of pressure driven flow and the transverse wake phenomenon
•
was again demonstrated. Several cases of flows excited by moving parts
of the duct wall or an inserted plate were investigated and compared
with the similarity solutions and Hasimoto's solutions.
(0) Experiments were carried out on combustion plasma flows to determine
the form of the interaction of a transverse magnetic field on the
velocity distribution. It was found that a magneto-viscous interaction
could be produced using a high temperature, refractory plate which wae
immersed in the flow. This interaction was investigated with a water-
cooled pitot-static probe which was used to measure two-dimensional
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velocity distributions over a cross-section of the duct near the
end of tqe region of transverse magnetic field.
Cd) In the case of an inserted plate which was half duct height and
long in the flow direction (and perpendicular to the applied field),
the experimentally determined interaction was sho~ to be qualitatively
the same as the similarity solutions for a semi-infinite plate in an
unbounded flow. It did not, however, correspond closely to the
numerical solutions for duct flows with inserted plates. This
discrepancy was attributed to the fact that the duct walls were much
\
cooler than the inserted plate and the gas in the boundary layers on
.....
;the duct walls was not electrically conducting. An attempt to proQuce
an M.H.D. interaction in the rectangular duct without an inserted
plate was not successful for the same reason.
(e) Using an inserted plate which was the full duct height and perpendicular
to the applied field, but semi-infinite in the flow direction, the
development of boundary layers was studied for O.H.D. and M.H.D.
conditions. The M.H.D. layer (Hartmarintyp'e}'was found to be thinner
and to develop more ,quickly than the viscous O.~.D. layer.
(t) A miniature water-cooled pitot-static probe and an R.F. conductivity
probe were successfully developed for use under conditions of 230000,
I atm, seeded combustion gases.
(g) The magnitude of the magneto-viscous interactions p~oduced in these
,
'.
experiments at a Hartmann Number' of 1'\11,0 was sufficiently substantial
to warrant a more detailed study of the configurations to be used in
open cycle M.H.D. Generators where Hartmann Numbers of ~ 103 may well
be experienced.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
(a) The technique used for the computer solutions could be extended to
deal with electrically conducting wall conditions by introducing a
short iterating routine which would enable boundary conditions of the
form \T';: 0, )~'::- 0 to be simulated by successive approximations from
~~
an initially guessed solution on the boundary. This extension was not
pursued here because (i) it would have involved too much computer time
and (ii) all the experiments dealt effectively with non-conducting,. ,
~vallst
(b) The possibility of solving non-uniform cond~ctivity situations by a
.direct simultaneous solution of the momentum,energy and electrodynamic
,equations should be explored for some simple boundary layer config-
urations. This exercise would involve considerable computing effort.
(c) The development process of the transverse wake produced in Hasimoto's
configuration should be investieated further •• Again, numerical
(computerised) methods may prove useful at moderate Hartmann ~umber8.
(d) The experimental programme could best be extended by using a larger
apparatus - particularly a larger magnet. This would allow higher
wall temperatures to be achieved (by allowing the inclusion of more
•
effective duct wall insulation within the magnetic field) and higher
Hartmann Numbers (achieved by increasing the scale of the experiment
and/or by decreasing the heat losses by better insulation, so
'_. preserving high gas temperatures and conductivity). Also, if a
longer magnetic field is combined with a low heat loss duct, flows
which are more nearly fully developed could be produced.
(e) If very high wall temperatures were achieved (0\01 gas temperature), then
the other interesting claBs of transverse M.H.D. wake could ba invest-
19a'tad,viz. that produced by a discontinuity in wall elect~ical
conduct!vity.
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APPFliDIX A
Drn'AILS OF COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN NUMERICAL ANALYf-IS
A.1 FORMATION OF rJ},TRIX EQUATION FRDr,1 FINITE DIFFERENCE MESH
In order to adapt the finite difference 'technique to a direct method
of solution 'suitable for computation, the set of simultaneous linear equations
obtained· by writing.the governing equation
-- •••• A.Il.
in terms 'of finite differences for each point (r.,o) on the mesh,
tp,~o(.'1 ~ ~,) ~ f-,)o (, - !1:') +fo,. ° -? ~ ¢O,-,otL
- 2_ fD,o (, +- ia) =~\
is written in the form of a matrix equation.
~,~ • ~ , (see section 4.2 for derivation of the finite difference
equation) •
If equationA.l.21s rewritten in the form:-
c.1. 11,0 .... c~ ~_I)O "'- C.,.. (~o,',+ ~O.-I )+C'P"IO:: P
o_. __ o .....
then the form of the matrix! can be shown by considering the points on the
first few rows of the mesh. (See FigureA.1).
The size of the matrix will be determined by the size of the mesh;
the side dimension of the matrix will be equal to the total number of points
in the mesh and the matrix will be square.
The leading diagonal of the matrix contains the coefficient (Cl)
relating to the nodes of :he mesh (fb.o)~d each row of the matrix contains
the coefficients relating to the neighbouring nodes to that specified in the
same row of the vector~. Since the mesh is numbered row-wise, the coefficientE
corresponding to P"o and 1-1,0 ' occur in'the adjacent diagonal rows to the
leading diagonal, and the coefficients. for ~O" and ~.,_I are separated from
the leading diagonal by a number of elements equal to the width of the finite
__ -
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difference mesh. A total of 5 diagonal rows of coefficients completes the
matrix; all other locations being zero.
The right hand side vectors of the equationA.l.1have contributions
firstly from the pressure gradient (source) terms, and secondly from the
boundary condition terms whenever a mesh point adjacent to a boundary is
involved. To illustrate the form of the matrix equation, the first few
Irows of the equation are shown in FigUreA.l~ for the case of a 16 x 16 mesh
with boundary regions as shown in Figure 4.1.1 (c). ' ..
In order to
, (
the term C4 (~ rfO)1
.~
for the nodes 'on the line of symmetry.
incorporate
+ fo)-, )
the symmetry condition on the bottom wall,
in equation A.I.3is replaced by 2 C4 (rfo~-I )
For the immersed plate ca~e (Figure·
4.1.1 (d)~ the leading diagonal coefficient is replaced by 1.0 and all other
coefficients omitted for all nodes which coincide with the plater the
boundary condition then appears in the right hand side vector •
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A.2. C.E.G.B. LIBRARY PROGRAM'BAND'
The Library program B}~Dis able to solve a band matrix equation
with a set of right hand aide vectors of the form
b, ) b~ ) b3 ••••••- - - • ••• A.2.1.
The procedure first reduces the band matrix! into the product of an upper
triangular matrix (with leading difigonal elements unity) and a lower
triangular matrix.
i.e. A = L. U, • ••• A.2.2.- -
However, if: ( ~ = ~,. !k •••• A.2.3.
then, ,L.~ :. hi ) ~2 ....... ••••A.2.4.
\0:
Equat'ionA.2.1 is then solved by the successive solution of
equation A.2.4 and then equation A.2.3. which is achieved by back-substitution~
since the matrices are both triangular (the inversion of 1and £1 is avoided).
ThuB, for one reduction of the band matrix to triangular form (1.Ql)' any
number of right hand side vectors may be used to provide different solutions.
In order to feed the program with the matrix of coefficients!. the
coefficients must be rearranged into a vector such that !r,J becomes
!(1-1)(3J-1) + I • where 1! isthe vector of the L.H.~). matrix and (21-1) is
the bandwidth of this matrix, i.e. L is the width of the finite difference
mesh.
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A.3. FOR1AULATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM (HART)
The use of the Library program BAND in solving lof.H.D. flow problems
involves the writing of a main program which will handle input data in the
form of boundary conditions, pressure gradient and the other parameters
defining the problem - Hartmann Number and shape factor-and which will
convert this data into a set of coefficients of the band-matrix A and a set
of vectors~. Since the size of the matrix is 256 x 256 and the size of
the vector is 256, (actually the matrix only contains 256 x 5 non-zero
coefficients) there is a considerable data manag~ment problem.
, \
The program Hl.HT is written with two options which deal with
'..: .
(a) unobstructed rectangular duct flows and (b) rectangular duct flows with
inserted plates. The selection between cases (a) and (b) is made by setting
the pnrameterNPLATE equal to 0 or 1 respectively. An additional specification
parameter N SOLN is used to denote the number of R.H.S. vectors b. to be used
-l.,
withany one matrix formulation, (i.e. the number of sets of boundary conditions
and pressure gradient definitions for one definition of Hartmann Number and
shape factor).
Two main Bubroutines are included in each option of the probTam to
formulate the vector of the matrix (MAT 1 and MAT 2) and to formulate the
R.H.S. vectors (V~T 1 and VEX!T 2). Tables II and III summarise the input data
to these two routines, and the flow diagram for the main program is sho\m in
Figure A.2., alao the flow diagrams for MAT 1 and VillT 1 are shown in Figure
A.3. (MAT 2 and VECT 2 follow the same pattern, although the ordering of the
coefficients and vector components differs).
RE A-) IN - NPL..t\TE. I N SOL-~
DE FINf MATR.I'1- Co~ f-f1C.U~N T oS
Ct - C,4.
NP"ATE =, .
C#\w.. M~TI CA1..L. MAT2
CJtI-W L.A-re. sr' & I!>~o"" & ~INrouT
CA1.-GU I-A-"(e. Me.A1-J
V£L.OCA "(1 84 "flNT ov! .
, ,
FLOW J)IA~M 1=0« P~~AM HART.
Pi ~UItE A ·2..
seI L.eA-:D1 NCi-
l)IAqoNA1.. c.oefFft.I~TS
I
SET OUT~IZ.
t)IPI'G-ONA1. coaFFIt.IE!NTS
I
SET IN"-I£I<.
:t>'~~N~ COf.~FIc..teNT5
I
IRETV~·I
5UP>ROUTINeS MAT 1 " MAT 2.,
f N ~ I f
~E~l> IN - N 11+ sa r of
BOUNDAR.Y CoNt>ITIONS
r~ 'II' ~ B',
Y~INT O\JT NTH S&T' o~
P"oIJNf>M.'f CoNb!no~ $
FoR \1' t. !>'
IS
"" NON » NSol-J.,l V
YES
I RETWtN I
SV&~I,) uTINES YE-CoT I " vee: 'l..
FLow blA~AM FOt. SUBRoUTINeS
·MI\TI', ·MAT~';vec..T 1';VeCT2.'
FIG-\Jf(e. 1\.3.
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INPUT TO MAT 1 AlD VEX!T 1 FOR 16 x 16 MESH
Ml.T 1 COEFFICIEl~TS
J I = J-16 I = J-l I = J I = J+l I = J+16
1 ) 0 0 Cl C2 C4
2-15 ) • 0 C3 Cl C2 C4
16 ) 0 C3 Cl 0 C4
17 ) C4 C3 Cl C2 C4
18-31 ) C4 C3 Cl 0 C4
32 ) C4 0 Cl C2 C4 ,
Repeat to
) (225
226-239) - ditto -
240 )':
\
.
241 ) 2.C4 0 Cl C2 0
242-255) 2.C4 C3 Cl C2 0
256 ) 2.C4 C3 Cl 0 0
VFI:T1 COMPONENTS
(Values of Coefficients of PGRAD and Boundary Conditions)
Jl,J2 PGHAD FIB(1) J?IB(2)FIB(3) F'IB(4)FIB(5) FIB(6) FIB(7)
.1,1 ) 1 0 -C3 -C4 0 0 0 0
2,1 - 15,1 ) 1 0 0 -C4 0 0 0 0
16,1 ) 1 0 0 -C4 -C2 0 0 0
(top)
1,2·- 1,7 ) 1 0 -C3 0 0 0 0 0
1,8-1,16 ) 1 -C3 0 0 0 0 0 0
(LH~)
16,2 - 16,7 ) 1 0 0 0 -C2 0 0 0
16,8 - 16,16 ) 1 0 0 0 0 -C2 0 0
(nHS)
All other values 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J
I
(J1,J2)
FIB(n)
• Row number of Matrix
I: Column number of Matrix
I: Coordinates of mesh point
I: Value of v' + 8'on region (n) of boundary.
TABLE II
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INPUT TO MAT 2 AND VECT· 2 FOR 16 x 16 Mh~;H
MAT 2 CO:c.'FFICIENTS
J I = J-16 I= J-1 I = J I = J+1 I = J+16
1 ') 0 0 Cl C2 C42 - 15 ) 0 C3 Cl C2 C416 ) 0 C3 Cl 0 C4.
17 ) C4 0 Cl C2 C4
18 - 31 ) C4 C3 Cl C2 C4
32 ) C4 C3 Cl 0 C4
•Repeat to ,
97 )
98 - 111 ) ( - ditto -112 )
113 ): C4 0 Cl C2 C4 .114 - 119 ) \ C4 C3 Cl C2 C4120,121 ) 0 0 1 0 0122-127 ) C4 C3 Cl C2 C4128 ) C4 C3 Cl 0 C4
Repeat to
225 )
226 - 231 ) - ditto -
232,233 )
234 - 239 )
240 }
241 2.C4 0 Cl C2 0
242 - 247 2.C4 C3 Cl C2 0
248,249 0 0 1 0 0
250 - 255 2.C4 C3 Cl .C2 0
256 2.C4 C3 Cl 0 0
vreT 2 COMPONF:iTS
(Values of Coefficients of PGfu\D and Boundary Conditions)
°J1,J2 PCR~D FJB(J ) I~IB(2) FIB (3) FIB(4) FIB(5) FIB(6) FIB(7)
1,1 1 0 -C3 -C4 0 0 0 0
2,1 - 15,1 1 0 0 -C4 0 0 0 0
16,1 (top) 1 0 0 -C4 -C2 0 0 0
1,2 - 1,7 1 0 -C3 0 0 0 0 0
1,8 - 1,16 (LHS) 1 -C3 0 0 0 0 0 0
16,2 - 16,7 1 0 0 0 -C2 0 0 0
16,8 - 16,16 (nus) 1 0 0 0 0 -C2 0 0
8,8 - 8,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
9,8 - 9,16 (PLATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
All other values 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TARLE III
(See Table II for nomenclature)
•
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A.4. OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM
A.4.1 Data Input
The data deck is made up of the following cards
(1) N PLATE (0 or 1)
(2)' N SOLN (Less than 5)
(3) HART, SFAC, PGRAD (Hartmann Number and pressure gradient
based on half duct width).
(4) Boundary Conditions for V' and 8'on all 7 regions.
,
(4) cont'ame N(=N SOlJn sets of boundary conditions to provide N separate
solutions.
.....The oard format is as follows:-
(1) and (2); Integer 0 or 1 punched within 1st five locations.
(3) Each variable punched within a field of ten locations each -
(4)
in order from L.H.S. of card.
, IOne card for '\f, followed by one card for 6 .
Each boundary condition punched within a field of ten locations -
in order from L.H.S. of card.
«3) and (4) both used fixed-point arithmetic).
A.4.2. output,
The printed output gives the parameters and boundary conditions defining
, I
the solution, together with a tabulation of values of V and b at every point on
the fiRite difference mesh. Finally, the mean velocity is printed.
A.4.3. Oneration
•The program deck is co~nitted to magnetic disk to reduce the
compilation time, and then the time taken to produce each set of solutions
(based on each set of parameters HART and SFAC) is approximately 0.25 min
.with one or two sets of boundary conditions. The program is available in
modified form to produce a bottom wall condition.
- .AS -
APPDmrx B
CALIBRATION OF SE}]) PtTIiP
The construction of the seed pump was described in section 6.1
~
(see Figure 6.1.') and here the calibration of the pump, in terms of mass
flowrate of seed, is described.
It was founa to be most convenient to vary the flowrate of need by
adjusting the carrier air flo'Nrate, while the screw feeder speed and
fluidising air flow were both kept constant.
The effect of increasing the carrier air flow is to increase the,
back-pressur~ on the screw feeder. The mass flowrate through the feeder
is a function' of its speed and the pressure difference across it. So if
the inlet pressure is held constant, by maintaining the fluidising uir
flowrate and the height of the column both constant, then a unique
calibration should be possible of the form
mase flowrate = f(carrier air flowrate)
This calibration was attempted, ini til-lly with aome difficulty, since
- .
the physical condition of the seed powder seemed to vary from one run to the
next. Improvements were made by introducing baga of drying crystals (silica
gel) to the inlet air line and to the fluidising column itself and drying.
the potassium sulphate seed material before loading it into the column.
This improved the repeatability, and when aerosil powder (finely divided
silica sub-micron) was added to the powder as l~:by weight, (suggested
by Cranfield (1966» the flow properties of the powder were greatly improved
and a satisfactory calibration was obtained.
The seed flow was measured by collecting the delivered seed in porous
glass-fibre bags Miich allowed the air to pass with negligible carry-over of
seed. The carrier air was measured by a rotameter, and the resulting
.calibration curve is shown in Figure A.4. As the carrier air flow was
~
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increased a little from zero, a very low flowrate, which was highly unstable,
was produced. In this condition, the air flowrate was not sufficiently high
~ to maintain the seed in suspension in the delivery line (bore = 8 mm)
and much of the seed rotating in the screw feeder was not passed into the
delivery line. As the air flowrate was increased up to about 3 l/min, the
maximum flowrate of seed occurred. Here, the seed was just carried in
suspension by the carrier air (air velocity = 1 m/sec) and there was the
maximum differential pressure across the feeder. When the air flowrate was
further increased, the seed flowrnte was gradually reduced, as the back
I
pressure on the screw feeder increased.
",. .
The operating range of the pump was actually in this region of well-
behaved,f1ow, and a carrier air f10wrate of 7.5 l/min gave a seed flowrate
corresponding to 0.7' mol ~v K for 700 s.c.f./hr of oxygen input or 100 Ki1
therl:1HIinput.
Two calibration runs were completed consecutively, with the height of
the column starting at 28" and finishing at 24". Wi thin this range, there
was no appreciable change in calibration within-the accuracy of the measure-
ments.
Some fluctuation in seed f10wrate was experienced because of the
intermittent nature of the delivery from the screw feeder compartments.
This was partially eliminated by the provision of a vertical limb in the
delivery line in which the bore changed three times between 4mm and 6 mm.
The acceleration effect caused by these changes in cross-section,' together
with the etabilising effect of upwards vertical flow reduced the fluctuations
considerably and the mixing experienced in the conbustion chamber also reduced
the effect.
-1.10-
APPElJDIX C
SODIUM D-LINE TE!.'PERATURE MEJ\SUR~ilUiT
e.l INTRODUCTION.
The method of gas temperature measurement used on the rig was the
line-reversal method using Sodium D-1ine emission. This technique has
become the generally accepted st~ndard of gas temperature measurement over
o 0the range 1000 K to 4000 K where its accuracy is claimed to be about l~c.
In M.H.D. experiments on hot gas flows, this technique has almost
invariably been used.
I
c.z GENEH1.L l'RINCIPLE!i
The principle of line reversal techniques have been described by .
many authors (e.g. Gaydon and Wolfhard (1960» but a summary of the general
principles may usefully be given here. If a source of light emits a
continuous spectrum of radiation at & brightness temperature TB' then at
a wavelength A, the radiant enore,:)'emitted by the source will be 5('>'} Tb).
where f 1s the black body radiation function. [J().JT&)= zrr"'z'/ A· ]
4~( e""r.. - IJ
If ~ is an emission frequency of the sodium atoms 'which arc present in the gas
whose temperature is to be measured (one of the D-lines for instance) and cI..'). is
the absorptivity of these atoms at the same frequency~, then the amount of
radiant energy transmitted through the gas will be
f (X t T& ). (, - o{~)
If the emissivity of the gli:, iti f.A at the same wavelength, the flame will emit
radiant energy equal to f).. seA JT,), where TF is the flame temperature, 60
that the total enerc;y viewed by tho observer will be f(~,18X'-o(a) +EAf(1tJ'lF).
If Kirchhoff's Law is applied for the gas (at equilibrium)
and thorefore the Radiant energy viewed by an observer
= f('~)T.)+ f~ [fC~ITr) -f().,Ts)]
- All -
At a wavelength,differing very slightly from the D-line frequency,
the absorptivity and emissivity of the sodium atoms will be negligible and
thus the radiant ener:y observed will be purely that from the light source
= f(A4-6~,T8) •
If the observer can view the continuous spectrum in the region of the
sodium D-linos, thea a continuous variation of wavelength, with no abrupt
change in intensity, will be observed only if TF = TB.
lines will appear bright against the background of the continuous emission, i.e.
flame radiation will aUb~ent the background radiation at these wavelengthc.
I
If TB> TF' then dark lines will be seen against the continuous variation of
v
the background source.
It should be noted that the measurement is independent of gas
emissivity and also that at the reversal point, i.e. when the D-lines are
indistinguishable from the continuous spectrum, the brightness temperature
of the source (i.e. the actual temperature of a black body which would
produce an equivalent intensity of radiation) is equal to the actual
temporllture of the gas, aaaumi ng thermal equilibrium between the endtting
sodium atoms and the gas molecule5. This makes the me~surement of gas
temperature relatively straightforward since the brightness temperature
of the source con be measured readily with a standard optical pyrometer
(disappearing filament type).
C.3 APPLICA'TION TO IONISED GAS TbI\\PE1lATUlm ftUt;Af;URl!J.~T
In partially ionised gases, there is a possibility that the sodium
atoms, which are used to produce the D-line emission, receive their excitation
not from collisions with gas molecules but with electrons, which will have a
temperature different from that of the gas in genernl. (T • the electrone
temperature). However, Grieg (1964) has shown that for gases with a partial
- A12 -
pressure of Nitrogen of 0.5 atmospheres (or more) or for mixtures of
gases containing gases with an equivalent collision cross-section to
0.5 atmos. of Nitrogen, the molecular collisions dominate over the
electron collisions even when the electron concentration is enhanced
by the usual seeUng methods, and so the radiation emitted by the
sodium atoms during. de-excitation will correspond to the temperature
of the gas molecules. For gases with much lower molecular collision
cross-sections, it may be possible to measure electron temperature in
the gas.
Thomas (1967) has studied the corrections which must be applied
to reversal temperatures measured under the conditions of the Marchwood
25 1.'1.'/ duct, to account for self-absorption effects in the cool boundary
layers adjacent to the port holes. Since the experiments described in
,
Chapter 7 involve a hot-walled duct, the effects should be much les8
important {wall temperatures in the region of the port holes will be
2000oC, (for the combustion chamber window) compared with 2000C in the
25 M,'I Duct) and in fact corrections for this effect are ignored here.
The eff(:ct of particulate matter in the gas stream shou'ld have negligible
effect in this case since when a gaseous fuel is being conef der-ed, the
seed particles will all be fully vaporised by the time they reach the
measuring station.
C.4. CORRFl;TlONS FOR WAVt;LI~JWTH AND FOn REFLEX;Tln; LOSSES
Two important corrections must be made, to the actual measurements
made by the optical pyrometer before the actual gaB temperature can be found.
Firstly, the brightness temperature of the light source (a tungsten strip
lamp is usually used for this purpose) iB measured at the red frequency of
of the filter in the optical pyrometer (6550R) and the emission and absorption'
- Al3 -
of the sodium atoms in the flame occurs at the D-line frequencies
(5890R and 5896R), so that ~ correction must be made for the variation
of the emissivity of the tungsten strip between these two temperatures.
Secondly, a correction must be made for the fact" that the flame is viewed
through just'one lens, whereas the background source is viewed through two
lenscs. (If the flame is enclosed by a chamber with windows on either side,
then the flame will be viewed through one lens and one window and the
background source through two lenses and two windows). ~'hus there will
be a differential loss of radiant energy between the optical paths from
ithe filament and from the flame itself, and a correction must be made for
"'"the increased filament brightness temperature needed to produce a reveraal;
under these conditions.
These two corrections are displayed in Figures A.5 and A.6. The
data for Figure A.5 was taken from Gaydon and Wolfhard, and that for the
reflecti ve loss correction in Figure A.6,was determined experimentally.
The limit of accuracy of the pyrometer was! 60C (manufacturer's claim).
but allowing for other errors, such as variations in mains voltage during
measurement. an accuracy of ! lOoe could reasonably be claimed for these
measurements. This accuracy is displayed on the graph, and a straight line
relationship which falls within the accuracy limits is superimposed for the
purpose of the calibration. A combined correction curve is plotted in Figure
A.7. This is to be subtracted from the measured values of brightness
temperature - (The negative correction necessary for reflective losses is
greater than the positive correction for wavelength change).
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C.5., EX?ERIME!NTAL ARRANGEMI::NT (See Figure A.8)
The optical arrangement was assembled on two I-metre optical benches
on either side of the combustion chamber and the gases leaving the chamber
were viewed through 1" port holes through the refractory lining. The port
holes were covered at each side with silica windows which were continuously'
purged with a small" flow of air to keep them free from condensation and seed.
The layout of the lenses was the falidliar equal magnification system where objec1
to lens and lens to image distances are all 2f (f = focal length of lenses ==
20 em, + 5 diqptres). Jill iris diaphragm was inserted into the optical path
\
so that any ~tray radiation would not be incident on the monochromator i.e. all
the incident radiation came from the 'background source, with interference along
the opticnl path by the flame. A standard Mazda projector lamp with a vertical
tungsten strip filament was used for the background source, and the actual
brightness temperature of the filament was not in fact measured. Only the
effective brightness temperature as measured by the optical pyrometer through
the glass of the bulb was measured, but since this temperature was the effective
temperature which was Been by the fll:lmealso, (when the known corrections for
reflective losses at the lens and window bad been applied) the actual brigbtness
temperature of the filament was immaterial. '
The optical pyrometer used was a Leeds and Northrup self-balancing
pyrometer which was equipped with a special close-up objective lens assembly
and the monochromator was the Hilger and Watts Model D292, which was modified
slightly to enable both D-lines and the adjacent bands of the spectrum to be
viewed at the same time - this greatly improved the ease with which the
reversal point could be detected.
The benches were aligned carefully with the axis of the port boles and
then a check was made to ensure that no extraneous losses were incurred in the
transmission of the background source through the chamber. A brightness
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temperature of 19200C, measured adjacent to the tungsten strip lamp,
produced an effective brightness temperature at the site of the monochromator
slit of 18000C, i.e. a loss of 120°C; this compared with a loss of 100°C
predicted from the correction curve (12 since 2 lenses and 2 windows are
involved). To within the accuracy of ! lOoe, this confirmed that the
aliL~ment was satisfactory, although a regular check had to be made to
ensure that all lenses and windows and the glass of the projector lamps
were kept clean, so that the correction curves could be applied with
certainty.
- Al6 -
APPENDIX D
MAGN~r CALIBRATION
The magnet was calibrated using both a conventional Cambridge
Fluxmeter and also a Hall Probe. Figure A.9 shows the transverse magnetic
field strength (8t.) measured at, the centre of the magnet gap, using both
instruments. The range of current WaS limited to 400 - 500A, since the
D.C. generator of the motor-generator set which was used to drive the
magnet was not self-exciting below 400A (and 500A was the maximum rating
of the magnet(and the M-G set). Good agreement between the two instruments
was found and no saturation of the core wae noticeable up to 500A.,.
Figures A.IO and All show the magnetic field distribution
measurerr.ents which were obtained using the Hall Probe with the current at
500A. The magnetic field was assumed to be, symmetrical about the z.. 0
and x.~O planes, since the coils and core both have symmetry about these
planes , However, there was asymmetry of the core about the y = 0 plane and
this was reflected in the symmetry in the magnetic field measureQ by the
probe. The contours in the i-~ plane were measured at l:::O (centre line)
and X.::. I (edge of gas duct) and thus cover the rang~. of !;ro over the
whole of the 12" test section of the 6" :x 2" duct.
Apart from the 1" border region around the pole pieces, there is a
very satisfactory uniformity of magnetic field strength. Thus all the
probing for velocity perturbations was carried out in the middle 10" length
of, the pole pieces, and in any case the top and bottom regions of the duct
(within 1" of the top and bottom walls) are relatively cold and the l~.H.D.
interaction is greatly reduced by the consequent fall in electrical
conducti vi ty.
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APPl1lDIX E
CALIBRATION OF R.F. CONDUCTIVITY PROBE
Solutions of KCl between 1:/100 and Ii were found to give a sui table
rpnge of conductivity (datu of conductivity of standard solutions is well
documented) for ca~ibration (0.1 - 10 mho/m ).The datum level of dissipation
was measured using a 1t beaker containing 800 ml of de-mineralised water.
The coil wna covered with a thin glass sheath and immersed into the liquid
80 that it was covered by 1" of liquid. 'l'heKCl solutions were then used in
Iturn to measure the variations in dissipation from the coil. The results
of three aep~rllte attempts at these measuremen ts ar-e shown in f'ie,'1.lreA.l2.
The absence of any electrolyte from the inside of the coil and from
the region outside the coil which wuo occupied by the sheath was f<.:irly
representative of the condi tiona in the hot gas flow, when the therr.w.l
bowldary layer around the wuter cooled coil produced a very similar effect.
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